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New Members Inducted Into Pi Gamma Mu
Chapter, is particularly impressed with the achievements
of Trinity's members. He commented that there have been
The Trinity College Con- more winners of national essay
necticut Alpha Chapter of Pi contests from Trinity than from
Gamma Mu initiated 34 new anywhere else.
members into its ranks on
This year, Lynn Donahue '96
Wednesday, April 17th.
and Nathaniel Vaughn '97 were
Pi Gamma Mu was founded both winners of the Center for
in 1924 as a National Social Sci- the Study of the Presidency conence Honor Society, which to- test with the added bonus of
day has over 180,000 members Nathaniel Vaughn's essay havin 175 active college and univer- ing been selected to be pubsity chapters.
lished in the Pi Gamma Mu
Trinity's chapter began in editorial. Furthermore, two
1936 and admits students with Trinity students have applied
an overall B average, and a B+ for graduate study scholarships
average in the Social Sciences. which are offered by Pi Gamma
Traditionally, the chapter also Mu.
initiates those who have distinMcKee is also very impressed
guished themselves in the com- with the enthusiasm and community, such as the Governor of mitment of some of the stuConnecticut, senators, the dents. In the past, the extent of
mayor, and President Dobelle the chapter's activities has been
(initiated Fall 1995).
one initiation banquet per sePi Gamma Mu not only pro- mester.
vides recognition for scholastic
For the first time in the
achievements, but also offers chapter's history, students have
lectureship grants, graduate been elected as officers in the
study scholarships, recognition organization. Aaron Jacobs '97
medals and publications.
and Sandy Pesiridis '97 were
Professor Clyde McKee, presi- elected as president and activident of the Connecticut Alpha ties chair respectively McKee
BY TIMOTHY J. H. SLOTOVER

News Writer

Thirty-four students were inducted into
the Pi Gamma Mu Social Science honor society on Wednesday, April 17th.
commented that they showed a
high level of spirit and enthusiasm and that they volunteered
to run the initiation ceremony
themselves.
In response to this level of

FILE PHOTO

commitment, Professor McKee evening consisted of a dinner,
has agreed to raise funds to take followed by the initiation and a
Sandy and Aaron to the Inter- 'guest speaker. The 1996 Nanational Triennial Convention tional Honor Society Award,
in San Antonio.
given to a student who has a
The ceremony on Wednesday
sec INITIATION on page 6

Dobelle Celebrates
our admissions were not as aggressive as 1 had hoped they
News Editor
would be, particularly in geographic diversity and in numPresident Evan S. Dobelle cel- bers. So, I have focused on those
ebrated his first anniversary at two areas along with developTrinity College earlier this ment. I am pleased that the remonth. He discusses his past sults of the neighborhood are
priorities, his future goals, and moving along so well. I am
his expectations for the College. pleased that USA Today put us
on the front page of the newsTripod: First, 1 would like to paper two days ago. They gave
congratulate you on your first a fair impression that, along
year here at Trinity. After serv- with Northwestern and
ing one year here as President, Harvard and a few other
have you accomplished what schools, we are one of the more
difficult schools to get into
you had wanted to?
which is a significant departure
Dobelle: Yes, I have.: .in the from the perception that Trinway that I limited what ity historically has had.
I wanted to accomplish. Be- Thirdly, the Development's
cause 1 have learned in many Capital Campaign has reached
'years as being a chief executive fifty-five million dollars out of
officer, if you will, that you can't a hundred million which is on
do everything. I assume some schedule. This means I have to
students and faculty also real- raise $55,000 a day, seven days a
ize that. You simply have to set week, which is a daunting
priorities. And it seemed to me schedule But, we have been able
that two critical priorities at the to do that. So, the neighborinstitution were that the neigh- hood, I think, is something that
borhood was defining the col- within six or nine months, we
lege in a negative way and that will have a shovel in the ground
BY KERRY MCKEVITT

to start it. 1 think that Admissions is going to do something
that all students here will be
very proud of and I think that
it flatters your degree when you
leave the institution, not that
students who will be coming
here are any more able. I think
that the students at Trinity are
very able. It is that the students
who come here will want to
come to Trinity as a first choice.
I think that is a significant difference and I would like everybody who comes here to know
that those who came here found
out that if it wasn't their first
choice, then it really should
have been. That is exciting for
us and the money we are raising is on schedule and we are
happy about that.

BY

PERRY
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Within the past year, have
your goals changed?
No. Because I found in my
life that you have to stick to your
goals and you have to be aggressive and you have to be resolute
m pursuing them I thought
see DOBELLE on page 5

cent graduates. Those who
came back to speak wereJared
VonArx '95, Julie Rising '95,
Dane Aiken '95, Emily
McCampbell '94 and Prescot
Stewart '93. It was an informal

is required to have and talked
about some of the options students have for repaying their
loans after graduation.
A talk titled "Real Life Worsee ISSUES on page 8
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'Neath The Elms...
NCE AGAIN, THE YEAR COMES TO A CLOSE.

For the seniors, this is it; it is the end of a
period in thier lives. For some, graduate school will follow and for others, well,
who knows? Wherever the members of the class of 1996 will go, most of them
eally do not want to talk about it now for many differnt reasons.
The college experience represents an era in one's life and no matter how one chooses to
spend one's four years, whether it be in the library, at the View or even in the Trinity
Tripod office, it is the stuff of which memories and achievments are made. For all of the
hours spent studying, or partying, or missing home, they are times gone by at the conclusion of the school year. Andforall college students, this should be a time of reflection
and appreciation.
As a society, we have a tendency to celebrate only large achievements when life is truly
made up of the small. Graduation will come and go and the next class will move up to
leave again and the cycle forever continues, but each time it is different. We cannot forget who has been lost this year and in years past. The graduating class is leaving without
two of its members: Nicole Martin and Kelda Spangenberg. The loss of these two young
women touched us all and through all of the pain and disbelief, we got through it together.
Seeing new students entering Trinity is just as momentous as watching seniors leave.
It is full of expecations and fear. What differs in the seniors leaving is the sense of fraternity and community established not only within the class itself, but also within the
school. It is not just the verbal communication between friends, but the bond of experience and time that is such an achievement for us all.
In leaving Trinity College, seniors have witnessed a president leaving, a new president
entering and moving onto campus, admissions increase, a child move onto campus, the
Tap burn down, the Bantams play in the NCAA championships, a union approved and
many other significant events. Among these, however, are the small achievements; the
ones we all have and will remember. The the first 'A' received in college, the first friend
made on campus, the last Spring Weekend and the last time seniors will sit at a table
with all of their friends as a college student and know that this is the last time in their
lives they will feel the way they do.
Life is full of changes and stages and there are many that lie ahead, but now is the time
to look back and see what has been accomplished. For some, the proof may be in the
diploma they receive on the 19th, but for others it will be more amorphous. No matter
what it is for the graduating seniors, you have all accomplished an inconceivable amount
in the four years you have walked this campus. As a wise leader once said, "Appreciate
the small stuff." In the end, it is what makes us great.
yjr?\y?-jr?\.f.

Through his actions, he was
perpetually challenging and
I would just like to take this bettering not only himself, but
opportunity to express my all those around him.
As an Italian immigrant in
family's and my gratitude for
the outpouring of empathy and the early 1970's, my father had
support that everyone at Trinity risen through the ranks of a
number of corporations, buildhas demonstrated.
Suffice it to say, the past few ing and repairing them and
weeks have been incredibly dif- subsequently looking for anficult for all of us; however, the other 'project.'
His endeavors extended bebacking of the Trinity faculty,
administration and student yond the business world and in
To the Editor:

My father was a man who loved life
absolutely - one need only look at what
he was doing in Bosnia in order to realize
that.
body has been invaluable in
easing my transition back to
Hartford.
The letters that you have
written to my family are testament to the support network at
this school; people whom I had
only known as acquaintances
have even come forth with their
own stories of losing a parent,
and have offered the type of
help which they too once
needed.
My father was a man who
loved life absolutely — one need
only look at what he was doing
in Bosnia m order to realize that.

to the arena of recreation as
well.
Case in point, it was not
enough for him to go out and
purchase a boat — he decided
that he had to build one. My father loved his work and his leisure time, but most of all, he
loved his family. My mother,
my brother, Marc, and I miss
him tremendously, but we
know that he is somewhere
watching out for us.
Again, my family and I thank
you for all that has been done,
and I know that somewhere my
father does also.

urnes about now much he val- Sincerely,
ued and revered human life. Chris Eha '96
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This year proves that one who truly
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POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, named will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individuals character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL:
Box 702582
•E-MAIL:
tripod@maiLtrincoU.edu :
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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Turkey Watching
To the Editor:

side the library.
Rather, the fowl in question
Around Trinity in the 16 April was the first live specimen to be
edition of The Tripod, reported added to Trinity library's reseveral erroneous details about nown ornithology collection.
a wild turkey roosting in a tree The creature took exception to
outside of the library. That part being classified in TP 605
of the report referring to a li- (Whiskey); checked itself
brarian singing along with ra- outdoors]; and when Marriott
dio music self-evidently is true, arrived on the sceneWell, the rest is, as we say, hisas is the report of Marriott's
swift and ultimately decisive tory.
intervention. The turkey in
question (Meleagris gallopavo), Sincerely,
however, was not idly or Stephen L. Peterson
serendipitously perched out- College Librarian
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ways for people at tVinity to be
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Cleaning Clothes
To the Editor:
Instead of going outside to
enjoy the beautiful spring day
on the Quad last Saturday, 1
opted to clean my room and do
my laundry. I know this is not
the stuff of an enthralling opinion piece, but please bear with
me.
As a senior, my spare time
goes from limited to nonexistent, and often mundane tasks
such as laundry fall to the wayside. Hence, Saturday was laundry day, and I was okay with
that. Really. Until I went to get
my laundry out of the dryer, I
had actually had a productive
day.
Upon removing my clothing
from the dryer, 1 noticed that
some of my supposedly clean
garments were exuding a peculiar odor. Then, much to my
chagrin, I noticed a beer can innocently perched atop the beige
pajamas my mother gave me. 1
knew I had not washed the beer
can, so that leads me to no con-

clusion other than that someone purposely put the beer can
in the dryer. With this person
(?) I place full blame for the yellow stains that appeared on
various articles of clothing.
And I ask of that person, what
the hell is wrong with you?!?!?
Now, maybe some people
might think this is funny, and
if you are reading this and
laughing, fine, maybe it is worth
a snicker or two. However, I now
have to do my laundry over
again.
Some of you are probably saying, "I hope this is the least of her
problems." Well to ease your
minds, 1 do have bigger things
going on in my life, or at least I
like to think so. 1 just wrote to
let the person who did it know
that it wasn't funny, and to remind others to think about the
consequences of their actions,
no matter what they may be.
We're all people, man!
Sincerely,
LauraA.Vater'96

WHY DO WE CELEBRATE
SPRING WEEKEND?
CHRIS PARZYCH '96

"To see which heinous bands
we can get to play for us."

CHRISTINA MANOS '97

"After 72 hours of drinking
games, to see how hung over
we can be for classes on
Monday."

ANDREW TORRANT '99

"Celebration of the end of the
school year, and a break
before exams too."

l§iid together:'';^

Reanalyzing The Word, 'Boo'
To the Editor:
1 just wanted an opportunity
to reply to the infantile reaction
made by Jamie Evans '97
against my original editorial.
But before I dive into this, I do
want it stated that it is good to
discuss dialogue, discussion
And therefore, I appreciate the
further discussions which his
response has sparked for myself
(and for anyone else). However...
If anyone was able to miss the
point of my article, Mr. Evans
truly did.
To begin with, Mr. Evans totally portrayed my article in a
false and dishonest way. He
makes claims for me which 1
never claimed for myself. In
what part of my article did I
ever express a desire to prohibit
"speech and behavior" or instill
a "code of strict behavior?" In
fact, I thought I made it quite
clear that what I wanted was
open dialogue to deal with these
issues. I don't want censorship,
I want sensitivity!
I want awareness, too, which
obviously is something Mr.
Evans'perspective lacks. When
I say "awareness," I am referring
to an understanding(even at the
simple level of respect) of another person's viewpoint. Mr.
Evans says that he "cannot seek
to prohibit such behavior, so
long as it does not intimidate or
threaten others."
Well, with this statement, Mr.
Evans has proven himself for
what he is — a person so fully
engaged in a male consciousness as to not even understand
the gender implications of the
"boo" comment. In a culture
which sanctions violence
against women, where women
are always conscious of being
female, and especially on this
campus where women are told
from the first days we arrive
"don't walk alone at night," this
"boo" or even the idea of it can
be understood as extremely intimidating.
So you see, if I were to take the

suggestion of saying "boo" to Mr. tion. The dominant psychology
Evans, to President Dobelle, becomes normalized, standardvoice mailing it to my profes- ized, idealized for society and
sors, or to my mother (none of internalized by the individuals.
which I would ever feel the need .Therefore, I cannot blame Mr.
or desire to ever do) I would be Evans for not "getting it."
In fact, it is very rational and
misunderstanding and trivializing the original context. Of very obvious that many would
course this "boo" would not not understand or want to adgy
g
spine. Most likely because it nal article. I am just so happy
would not have been said to him that many of the responses 1
in the first place, but also be- have heard, from so many
cause the implications are dif- women and men on this camferent for women.
pus, have been extremely posiMr. Evans, if I can address you tive, sensitive, supportive, and
directly, I was not talking about aware.

In a culture which sanctions violence
against women, where women are always
conscious of being female, ... this "boo"
or even the idea of it can be understood
as extremely intimidating.
this boo situation happening to
you. I was talking about it happening to women. You are judging the situation from a male
outlook. The problem we face
then is, as a male, Mr. Evans is
not being sensitive or aware of
the female perspective.
But why should he be? It's like
why should a "white" person be
aware of any "minority" perspective? Why should a heterosexual person be aware of
homosexual/lesbian
consciousness? Or a wealthy person be aware of a poor person's
experience, etc.?
Globally, nationally, and even
here at Trinity in our own little
"bastion of liberalism," certain
groups dominate. Their perspective becomes the norm,
while everything else becomes
quieted, forgotten, disrespected,
abnormal, deviant, silly, irrational, nonsensical, or even viewed
as "paranoia and absolute absurdity."
You understand what I am
saying? When you are privi*
leged as a member of the dominant group, you do not have to
put yourself in the "other" posi-

Although I could have taken
Mr. Evans' response apart line
by line, I feel this is unnecessary.
Using humor to make the situation appear silly and ridiculous is an old tactic. Mr. Evans
did this fairly well, and was able
to mask the true issues.
However, his silly, trivializing
arguments are so far off that I
would be lowering myself to respond. I mean, I would never
even touch his "What's up?"
comment.
I will, however, say in my defense that of course I would
never "pick on poor Casper the
Ghost." In fact, in addition to
my article, Mr, Evans really
missed the point of Casper, too.
I always thought of him as a
sensitive ghost—he didn't want
to scare or intimidate those
around him.
Never choosing to abuse his
dominant position as a ghost, he
was quite aware of the consciousness of others. We should
all follow Casper's lead in sensitivity and awareness!
Sincerely,
Stephanie Mandell '96
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NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Come As You Are
More than one hundred women attended a workshop to share "an evening of
female orgasms and vaginal bliss" and to discuss sexual experiences and orientations.
The workshop which was organized by three sexual health educators included a
fifteen-minute video focusing on students and their sexual adventures at Amherst
College, other instructional videos and open discussions. According to an organizer,
Laura White '96, women complain about a partner's inability to understand their
desires. "What women want is so varied, and partners don't understand women. Ask
your partner what she or he wants." The program coordinators are planning to bring
another workshop titled "Sex and Chocolate" which focuses on sex and condom use.
This program and its participants will visit eachresidence hall on the Amherst campus.
In addition, the group plans to organize a workshop for males and their orgasms. It is
their answer to educating undergraduates about sex;

Fire, Fire!
A nineteen-y^ar;old freshman Jeffrey T. Knowles, at Florida State University was
arrested for setting eighteen fires throughout the bustling campus. One of the fires
charred volumes of bounded magazines. Before his adventures with fire, Knowles
had been arrested for forgery and was suspected of robbing the mailboxes of numerous
University students.
'
-,
''•

A True Porta Potty
Cleo held a party on Saturday April 13th. A porta potty
was rented for the occasion. Two students were seen trying
to take the portable toilet up Vernon Street at 3:30 AM. The
students were detained and the potty was returned to its
original location.

Student Chases Thief
A student walking in the parking lot of Austin Arts
Center on April 14th saw a youth breaking into a car. When
the youth was spotted he dropped a bag containing stereo
equipment and a leather jacket and ran away. The student
chased the youth estimated to be 15 or 16 years old. Campus
Safety caught the thief and returned the property to the
owner who was a visitor to the college. Campus Safety
appreciates the effort of the student.

Prowler In Northam
A student living on the first floor of Northam saw
someone in his room on April 14th at 5:25 PM. When
spotted, the prowler exited the room through the quad side
window. Nothing was missing from the room. This is the
second theft in Northam this semester. In the first break-in
a computer was stolen. Campus Safety may install security
screens on the windows facing the quad to prevent future
thefts.

Female Harassed
A female student was harassed by three youths when
walking in front of Cook arch on April 14th at 10 PM. The
three youths, estimated to be thirteen years old, ran up
behind the student, pinched her derriere and kept running.
Campus Safety and the Hartford Police Department are
investigating the situation. The student says she can
identify the suspefcts ff needed,

Library Thefts Continue
Two more incidents of theft occurred in the library on
Friday, April 12th at 2:50 PM and 5:30 PM. Wallets and
personal items were stolen out of students' knapsacks. $62
and personal papers were among the items stolen. A
custodian found both empty wallets in the bottom of a
tTash can on Monday, April 16th. Campus Safety is
attempting to catch the person/s responsible. Three
descriptions of suspicious individuals have been reported.
Those descriptions are of a white male, an African-American
male and a Hispanic male. Campus Safety plans to have
officers in plain clothes patrolling the library periodically
in an attempt to catch the thief. In addition, the library
staff and students are being asked to be more careful with
their belongings.

Graduation Tent Info
Campus Safety has worked out a plan with the people
who rent tents for graduation parties on campus. Campus
Safety requests that all social events at the tents be
concluded by 10 PM. The rental company will be on
campus at 10 PM to pick up the chairs and tables so that
their will not be a problem with theft. The tents themselves
will not be picked up until the following day.

Frosh Dinners Complete
President Dobelle set a goal to host all freshmen in his
home by the end of the year. He has successfully completed
this task. The freshmen enjoyed hors d'oevres and a tour of
the President's house. The freshmen attended the receptions
by dorm.

written arid compiled by
Elizabeth Perry
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Dobelle Reflects On His First Year As President

continuedfrom page!
paign. Money, in many instances, in the
that they were goad goals.. They were Capital Campaign is pledged. Therefore,
goals that 1 think thefaculty'and the stu- someone can pledge a million dollars
dents and theBoard of Trustees wanted over five years, starting in 1998. So, the
and the community wanted. This year, money really won't be available until
I want to look internally to the institu- 2003. Therefore, I think we will be suction. I think that it is important not to cessful on the original goal as stated. But,
suggest that I have concerns but I want it is not a goal that I would have set; 1
to bring the same kind of intensity and would have aimed higher. I don't want
energy to look at student activities, stu- Trinity to reach its goals by aiming too
dent life, the culture of the institution low and I think that we need to increase
intellectually, the counseling, peer coun- it and I think that we need to generate
seling, and post-Trinity counseling. I more participation in the Annual Fund.
want to take a look at the dorms and the We need to broaden our partnership
quality of life at the institution. I want with people who are not necessarily
to take a look at athletics. I want to take graduates of this institution. But, 1 bea look at all the kinds of things that with lieve and have confidence in our staff
the new Dean of Faculty that create a that we will reach a hundred million
freshening of our curriculum. I want to dollars. But, the hundred million in
take a look at international program- 1998 will not be a hundred million and
ming. So, those are things that are my we need to surpass it significantly.
priorities this coming year. I would like
to think again that we will have a sucSince your arrival on campus last
cessful year.
April, how has your impression of Trinity
College changed?
Again, last year, you mentioned that a
number of the problems seemed to be
It has changed; it has only deepened.
stemmingfrom Admissions and that you My impression of the institution was one
wanted to see more students and faculty that was welcoming, that was accommoinvolved in the process. Within the last dating, that had a civil discourse beyear, have you seen these problems im- tween people. It did not have divisions
prove and do you think that Admissions between administration, faculty, and
ismovingin the direction youhoped?
students. Openly, it had an ability to
have a conversation about all issues and
1 think that as time goes on, 1 would in many instances, it took on all the at-

"They (USA Today) gave a fair impression that, along
with Northwestern and Harvard ...we are one of the more
difficult schools to get into."
- Dobelle
like to see more and more students and
particularly faculty involved in Admissions. I think that it is in the right direction. I think that we have the heightened
the profile, particularly in New England,
where people feel more comfortable with
. the»college, particularly in the nejghborr
hood, where 1 think people felt legitimately leery of sending their child to
school here. Because of that, a lot of students have said that the reason they did
not come to Trinity was the neighborhood. So, that tells me that we are being
more aggressive, particularly around the
country, California is now the fourth
largest group of applicants, after Massachusetts, Cpnnecticut, and New York.
Then, followed after California are
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Illinois.
But I would like to see more folks here
from Atlanta, Houston, and Nashville
and I think that we need to target that. I
think that we have done a good job in the
part of the common applications. It is
part of a concept of a two part application process in which you apply and
then your essays are not due for several
months which gains a lot of initial interest. Then, we can pursue those people.
I think that Topher Small has brought a
little bit of an understanding that Admissions is not simply the processing of
applications. There is the showing up at
college fairs where you have to be aggressive and which you have to take a careful look at the way we distribute
financial aid and the way we recruit
people. So, I am satisfied that we are in
the right direction.

tributes of a very solid family. It has only
deepened. Kit and I feel very welcome
here with Harry and I am very proud to
be President of this institution, even
more, if possible, than when I initially
came. I feel very close to the College and

increase. Doyouseethat happeningany
After experiencing one year here at
time in the future or do you think the Trinity have you seen any other issues
trend will continue where the tuition will that you would like to discuss with stuincrease by a small percentage each year?dents and faculty?
Well, I suspect that it would increase
a little bit each year. I hesitate to say that
because it sort of gives up on the fundamental necessity to do a zero-based review of the budget which isn't

"J am very proud to be President of this institution, even
more, if possible, than when I initially came. 1 feel very
close to the College and am prepared to stay for a long
-Dobelle
time.'
threatening. It simply says: what are we
doing? Why are we doing it? Is there a
way to do it less expensively? It is
healthy to go through that process simply to be able to convince ourselves and
the parents and the students and everyone else that we have done it. It will be
difficult to save a significant amount of
money. There are all kinds of ways that
you can manufacture numbers and statistics. You can say, which we can, that
this year's increase is the lowest in
twenty-three years which is true. But the
reality is the cost of the education is the
highest in twenty-three years. So, 4.4%
of what it is today is a lot more than 4.4%
ten years ago. The fact is, however, that 1
want to continue to make sure that our
faculty and our staff are paid appropriately, that we have the resources
instructionally to be able to carry on the
centrality of our mission which is teaching, that our facilities are significant, and
that people get full worth for their
money. It will be very hard, I suspect, to
zero out the costs but we have to do ev-'
ery thing we can to contain them. 1 think
people will have to understand that we
are respectful of the spending of their
that we have, done every-

small amount of their time compared to
how much time they spend out of the
classroom which extensively is spent on
this campus. What is the culture? What
is the life like here? I think that we all
know that since the federal government
forced all the states to raise the age of
drinking to twenty-one that all colleges
throughout the country have prohibition concerns. I don't like that tension
level.
I am concerned about behavior, not
prohibition. 1 want to be able also not to
make drinking into a major issue.
I always thought it, in many ways, was
a marginal issue as fraternities and sororities were a marginal issue. I think the
real issue is: Are there options and opportunities of diverse interest that college people can participate in? Beyond
that is behavior and freedom to associate with whom you wish. So, lam interested in having a conversation with
students on how I can contribute to
making it better to live on this campus
where ninety-seven percent is residential. That is a real interest to me because
I am not convinced that it is as stimulating and as exciting intellectually as it
could be and should be and 1 think that

thtsludehtswould appreciate it. I think
Another issue that you mentionedlast
year is that you wanted a zero-tuition

there are things that we can reduce or
eliminate.

t h a t it is very comfortable b u t I t h i n k
t h a t it could b e even m o r e rewarding.

"My education atTouro Law Center
provided me with just what I needed—
a supportive environment where 1 had
access to other students, faculty
members, even the Dean, and a superior
grounding in both' the theory and practice
of law.
"As Editor-in-Chief of TheTouro
Law Review, 1 was well prepared to go
right to work, The demands of Law
Review were, commensurate with the
demands of a large law firm."
Touro's unique student-centered
.culture offers a legal education in an
atmosphere of mutual respect, cooperation, and collaboration. Faculty are
committed to professional development and excellence in teaching.
Touro graduates, like Steven
Schnitzer, are well prepared when they
venture into the practice of law in
today's competitive and ever-changing
legal environment.

Doyoufeel that the Capital Campaign
is succeeding and do you think that we
can surpass the monetary goals that we
set?
I think the Capital Campaign that
was set before I came here has to be understood as a campaign that if indeed we
reach on schedule, which I hope we can
do or surpass the hundred million dollars, we will not have a hundred million
dollars in the bank to distribute. It was
a campaign that began before 1 came
and 1 do not want misunderstandings
about it.. The Annual Fund, which is for
the direct reduction of costs to the Col-;
lege, is included in the Capital Cam-

My interest is that I live here on campus. Because faculty and administrators
by and large do not live here, I want students to feel good not only for what they
do in the classroom where they spend a

practice law
...absolutely."
Steven C. Schnitzer, Esq.
Crowell S Moring, Washington, B.C.
Touro law Center, Class of 1988

300 Nassau Road
Huntkgton, Long Island, NY 11743
516-421-2244 Ext: 312 * 516-421-2675 fax
http://www.tourolaw.edu
TDD/TTY: 516-42.1-0476
Juris Doctor degree
LLM. for foreign laywers
Full/part-time, day/evening programs
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'Real-Life' Conference
Pi Gamma Mu Held Covers Practical Issues

Initiation Ceremony

Pictu-ed here are those students inducted into Pi Gamma Mu
FILE PHOTO
in previous years. Both current and new members were invited to the
initiation ceremony.
contin imdfrom page: 1
high Gift and who has demonstrated
distinguished service to the college of
community at large, was presented to
Karim Sadik-Khan *96 by last year's
winner, Vitaly Umansky.
The lecturer, .Dr. Jerome Mileur, a
UMASS-Amherst professor in Political
Science and owner of a minor league
baseball team, was so impressed with
the leadership demonstrated by Sandy
and Aaron that he donated his honorarium towards the fund for the San
Antonio trip.
Although the Social Science departments fund the student membership of

Pi Gamma Mu, financial cutbacks have
limited the number of speakers that
they have been able to host. However,
Aaron Jacobs and Sandy Pesiridis will
attempt to bring more speakers to Trinity and cosponsor events with other organizations
to increase
the
organization's activity and presence on
campus.
McKee is excited and optimistic
about this new level of student involvementand hopes that the chapter can do
more to recognize both graduates and
non-graduates of Trinity who have distinguished themselves in the community.

continued from page 1
ries" by Paul Lichtenberger was next.
Lichtenberger is a lawyer in Hartford
with an emphasis on real estate. His talk
focused on getting a first apartment and
what to look for. He passed out a copy of
a lease agreement and went over some of
the things it is important to look for in
renting.
Brewster Perkins '65 owns an insurance company and came to speak about
the kinds of insurance that are out there
and what students will need upon
graduating from Trinity. He discussed
car insurance and some of the different
costs for a typical 22 year old. Perkins
also talked about the importance of
home owners insurance and the things
to watch out for when looking for health
insurance.
The last panel discussed buying a used
car and was run by Patrick Bayliss '91.
Bayliss is the general manager at'a
Nissan dealership in Hartford. He spoke
about the lingo involved in car sales so
students know what to look for and to
expect. He also talked about what to look
for in a lease.
Two more panels were scheduled but
did not take place due to lack of attendance and time. McFarlan, who has been
working on the conference since February, worked with the Alumni office, Career Counseling office and Student
Activities Coordinator Beth Egan to find

speakers and plan the event.
Originally 45 students signed up to
attend the conference, but only about 15
attended throughout the day. McFarlan
attributes the small turn out to the
eighty degree weather. She does feel,
however, that the number of people
originally signed up indicates that there
is student interest in a conference of this
type.
Although McFarlan is graduating, she
is passing on her notes to Beth Egan and
there are plans to continue the event in
some fashion in coming years. Colgate
College has a three day program that
takes place for seniors after Christmas
break. It covers many of the same topics
discussed on Sunday and receives about
45% participation each year. McFarlan
and Egan have discussed a possible lecture series for seniors during the spring
semester or a conference earlier in the
year.
Those students who did attend the
conference found it helpful. Aaron
Jacobs '97 found that many issues were
brought up that he had not thought of
before. He feels they are "dry topics, but
are ones that are far from reality for Trinity students." It is good for students to
learn about some of these things. Jacobs
commented "a good title for this seminar
would have been Life 101," as it discussed
issues that everyone will have to deal
with at some point after graduation.

10 % Discount
for
Trinity College Students
At
MAIL BOXES ETC

After Finals...
The Cramming
Begins!
Having trouble getting your stuff home from college? Let your local
Mai! Boxes Etcf Center pack and ship it foe you. From computers
and stereos to boxes of books and furniture, Mail Boxes Etc can
solve your packing arid shipping problems. .
Call or visit us today.
MAIL BOXES ETC"
IT'S- N'oi- WirAT Wi; Do.
IT'S tfow VVK D O IT.'

The third annual International Robotics competition

MATTHEW PRINCE

was held on Sunday, April 21st The competition has a junior and senior
division and involves high school and college students as well as
professionals. Each team has to create a robot that is computer operated
and is not run by man power at all once it starts going. A team from Central
Connecticut State won this year. Mike Guillorn '98 was the systems
architect for this year's project and Jeremy Hough '98 was the team
captain. Fourteen students in all worked on Trinity's robot team.

VOLPE'S SPORTS
Corner 0/ New Britian & Broad St ,_
eggs and cheese on hardroll $,99
j3
Hot wings, steamers, spagetti 8c shells..,.
j5
OPEN 11 AM - MIDNIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK

BRING IN THIS AD OR A STUDENT LD. TO EITHER OF OUR CONVENIENT LOCATIONS AND RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT ON
YOUR HOME FROM SCHOOL PACKING & SHIPPING NEEDS
1028 BOULEVARD
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06119

(860)232-2767
(Across from The Spigot)

41 CROSSROADS PLAZA
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06117
(860)231-0037
(Bishops Corner - Behind
Waldbaums)
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Second Religious Tolerance Dinner Is Success
BY SHARA ABRAHAM

Senior Editor

On Monday, April 22, Trinity
students and other members of
the Trinity community participated in the second Religious
Tolerance Forum, the first of
which took place on March 12.
Monday evening's Religious Tolerance Forum, entitled "Exploring the Facets of Intolerance,"
was sponsored by Hillel, The
Newman Club, the College
Chapel, the Dean of Student's
Office, and the Catholic Campus Ministry.
The forums are designed to
engender dialogue about religious life at Trinity, the presence
of anti-religious sentiment and
other issues related to religious
tolerance.
Jamie Roseman '99, who is responsible for initiating these
student/faculty dialogues,
commented that she was
pleased with the amount of
people who turned out for the
second installment of the religious forums and is optimistic
about the continued success of
the forums. Roseman was particularly excited about the receptiveness to the forum's
change in format. The small
discussion groups "gave people
a chance to talk, feel open, and
express an opinion that they
might have been intimidated to
express in a large group atmo-

sphere."
The forum began with a
"brainstorm session" wherein a
variety of examples of religious
intolerance were put on the
table for discussion. Among the
examples of religious intolerance cited were administrative
discrimination, for example,
professors either making it difficult for or prohibiting students from missing class to

problems pertaining, to religious intolerance which prevail
at Trinity, one of the smaller discussion groups focused on administrative discrimination.
The group pointed to the
crux of the problem: the college
administration claims that
Trinity College is a non-sectarian institution and is, therefore,
not required to structure its
rules and holiday scheduling to

Ramadan is not even noted on
Trinity's academic calendar.
Essentially, the group discussed methods by which administrative discrimination,
one way in which religious intolerance manifests itself at
Trinity, could be rectified. One
solution was to notify the
college's faculty that a student's
request to miss class for religious reasons should be honored, or at least answered with
sensitivity.
Issues such as the lack of representation of Another example of religious
religions at Trinity, ignorance of religions intolerance which was disin detail was the lack of
which differ from one's own and prejudgment cussed
appreciation for and underof other religions were considered to be standing of one's religious beliefs and practices. For instance,
pervasive at Trinity.
one student noted the bewilderment of her fellow hallmates in
observe a religious holiday; in- meet the demands of various the beginning of the year when
tolerance of one's religious prin- religions represented at Trinity; she attended Sunday Catholic
ciples; overt anti-religious however, the group concurred mass each week.
The small discussion groups
sentiment; and lack of accep- that Trinity seems to function
tance for the nuances within a according to an Episcopalian also addressed the existence of
given religion. After a variety of schedule. For instance, Ferris proselytization at Trinity, e.g.
examples of religious intoler- Athletic Center was closed on trying to convert fellow stuance were noted, all in atten- Easter, but remained open for dents to one's own religious bedance were divided into four Passover. No reason was given liefs. This problem goes
small discussion groups. The when a voice mail was sent out hand-in-hand with the prevapurpose of the small discussion to the campus informing the lence of intolerance for other
groups was to give the forum's student body that the athletic religions.
participants a chance to further center would be closed on EasThe forum concluded as the
delve into the subject of reli- ter.
four small discussion groups
gious intolerance and consider
When one student ques- rejoined for a large discussion.
possible means of ameliorating tioned the athletic administra- During the closing segment of
the existence of various in- tion as to why Ferris was closed, the forum, the common probstances of religious intolerance the student received a blunt re- lems at Trinity were presented
at Trinity.
sponse: "But it's Easter." In addi- for comprehensive considerIn considering the various tion, the Muslim holiday of ation.

There was a general consensus on a number of examples of
religious intolerance. For example, it was agreed upon that
drinking seems to be an institutionalized component of one's
Trinity education, regardless of
individual religious principles.
Essentially, the forum concluded that those who deviate
from the social norm at Trinity
for religious beliefs are in the
minority.
Other issues such as the lack
of representation of religions at
Trinity, ignorance of religions
which differ from one's own
and prejudgment of other religions were also considered to be
pervasive at Trinity. One way in
which these manifestations of
intolerance might be alleviated
would be to provide awareness
seminars similar in principle to
the Religious Tolerance Forums.
According to Davidson
MacLaren '97, "it was an exemplary attempt by students and
faculty to identify religious
problems and religious concerns on Trinity's campus and
within the college community
that should be dealt with by the
school. Hopefully, the college
will take note of the forums and
will act on some of the suggestions reached by the group with
the intention of bettering the
campus environment for the
pursuit of one's faith." Both forums have been catered by
Timothy's.
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It talks.

It talks to your Mom.
It talks to Moscow.

It listens to your wallet.
When you buy a Macintosh'computer, you're buying some of the most advanced multimedia capabilities you can get in a computer. With its built-in stereo sound, video
graphics and animation, Macintosh is an easy way to bring yourwork to life. Of course,
you're also buying the computer that gives you a fast, easy way to access the Internet.
Because with a Macintosh there are no complicated commands needed to get up and
surfing on the Internet, Betteryet, with the compatibility of a Mac',"you can run UNIX,"
DOS and Windows, as well as Mac OS* Making it easy to talk to other people, even if
they're not using a Macintosh. And if all that isn't enough, now we've even made
Macintosh easy to buy. Because for a limited time, we're offering special campus savings
on selected Macintosh computers and Apple' printers. So stop by and visit
us today, and look into the power of Macintosh.The power to be your best'

It talks to other computers.

For more information visit us on the Internet at httpMed.mjo.apple.com/
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

LECTURES
Wed, April 24

VIPed
Trinity likes to put on a good face when
admitted students arrive on campus, but
sometimes it's a bit phoney. Around Trinity
noticed a number of unusual occurrences
during VIP Days last week. First of all, the
security cameras started moving again. No
one is actually watching them — the feeds go
to Mather where Campus Safety used to be
housed — but their slowly rotating gaze no
doubt made the VIPs and their parents feel
more comfortable. In addition, the attendees were routed around the "bad areas" - taking 1-91 to Airport Road and eventually
coming down New Britain Ave. That's even
more out of the way than the old re-routing
up Park Street, away from Broad. And finally, the Bistro Bar toned down its image —
most noticeably removing the beer bottles
they sell from display. AT would just like to
say one thing to folks in admissions — you
might be able to fool potential students into
thinking that Trinity is in a safe neighborhood, but there's no way you're going to fool
them that Trinity students don't drink like
fish.

Kidnapped
Saturday afternoon two students wandered down to the tennis courts to enjoy the
sun. On the court nearest the library they
began to play when they noticed something
out of the ordinary — two large, oil paintings
of Allen K. Smith and his wife. Turns out that
the paintings had been kidnapped from the
Trinity's guest house — the Smith House —
arid dropped by the thieves on the court.
Campus Safety officers were called and reportedly responded in record time — lights
flashing, horn blaring, and all the time yelling into their walkie-talkies, "We've got the
Smiths! Don't worry! We've got the Smiths!"
Around 7Wm'£y wouldliketo point outthat
Campus Safety wouldn't turn on their lights
if they were chasing the Unabomber across
campus, which probably gives you a sense of
how much Mr. and Mrs. Smith have donated
to the college.

Our Own Little Island
If you tried to join in on one of the Volley Ball games that was going on this weekend, you were probably in for a surprise.
Turns out that Earth Day brought several
organizations from off campus to enjoy the
sun on Trinity's little plot of earth. Around
Trinity was cautioned at for getting to close
to one game. Other student were asked to
move from the little plots of grass they'd
staked out. And the organizer of the Earth
Day activities had his dog yelled at when it
tried to retrieve the ball in the middle of a
game, ^rhas learned that Trinity is considering adopting a policy similar to that of
Greenwich, CT's beach — which, of course,
several students here are already familiar
with. Each student will be issued a "Quad
Pass." Campus safety will patrol the Quad to
make sure no one without a pass is using our
resources. It will all work out just
smashingly.

Haul
The Hall's formal this last weekend was
an even harder BARgain than most parties
with a hard bar. Turned out that the party
throwers ran out of mixers before midnight,
but still had plenty of booze. Students who
weren't brave enough to climb down the
treacherous stairs to the beer below were left
doing shots of Jim Beam upstairs. Around
Trinity's subscribes to the roller-coaster
theory of drinking — half the fun is the fall
from consciousness to oblivion. Getting all
dressed up just adds to the height of the fall,
and therefore adds to the fun. Needless to
say, several once-dapper party goers needed
to be hauled away by the end of the evening,
having had a little too much fun.
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PERFORMAN
4:30 PM

Wed, April 24

7:30 PM

The Department of Philosophy presents "Paradoxes
Of Racial Theory And Racial Life" by Professor Naomi
Zack of the State University of New York, Albany's Philosophy Department. The event will be held in McCook
Hall 201. There is no fee. Call (860) 297-2472 for more
information.

The Latin American and Spanish Film Series presents Werlher in the Life Sciences Auditorium. The film
includes English subtitles and will be preceded with a
talk by Alejandro Mejias-Lopez of the Department of
Modern Languages and Literature. There is no admission fee. Call (860) 297-5198 for more information.

Thurs, April 25

Wed, April 24

12:15 PM

8:00 PM

Marie Luboyeski of the Trinity .College Medical Office will present a talk entitled "Travelling The World:
One Woman's Personal Reflections" at the Women's
Center of Mather Hall. This event is part of the Lunch
Series presented by the Women's Center. Coffee and tea
will be provided and spectators are encouraged to bring
their own lunch. Please call (860) 297-2408 for more
information.

The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra will perform
at the University of Connecticut's Jorgensen Auditorium. Pieces for the evening include Weber's "Overture
To Oberon," Hindemith's "Symphonic Metamorphosis
Of Themes By Weber," and Shostakovich's "Symphony
Number 5 In D Minor, Opus 47." Tickets range from
$15 to $20 and can be attained by calling (860) 4864226.

Fri, April 26

Thurs - Fri, April 25 - 26

2:30 PM

Tamar El-Or of Hebrew University in Jerusalem will
speak in Alumni Lounge of Mather Hall. He is the author of Educated And Ignorant: Ultraorthodox]evrish
Women And Their World. A wine reception will be held
following the discussion. Sponsored by the Women's
Center, the Women's Studies Program, and the Department of Religion.

Fri; April 26

4:15 PM

Professor Francisco Gonzalez of the Skidmore College Department of Philosophy will present a lecture
entitled "Dialogue And Ethics: Blind Spots In
Heidegger's Reading Of Plato's Sophist" in McCook Hall
201. There is no admission fee. Sponsored by the Trinity College Department of Philosophy. Call (860) 2972472.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, April 24
530 PM

Carillon Guild

Sunday, April 28
I iTU PM

hpis^opal Holy I V l u n s t
Rev Stc\enchailcston, Chaplain

"> 00 PM

Roman C athol i- Mass
P.ev Raymond Stnulowski

8:00 PM

The Hartford Symphony Orchestra will present "Impressionism - The World Of Sensation: Debussy, Monet,
And Their Contemporaries" at the Bushnell. The event
is part of the orchestra's Classical Conversations Series.
The orchestra is being conducted by Michael Lankester
and is narrated by Patrick McCaughey. Tickets range
from $14 to $41. For more information, call (860) 2466807.

Fri, April 26

9:30 AM

As part of its Discovery Concert Series, the Hartford
Symphony Orchestra will present "First Things First"
at the Bushnell. The concert features works by the
young Mozart, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Medelssohn,
and Schumann. Tickets are $4 for students and there
will be a second concert at 11:00 AM. Call (860) 2468742 for more information.

Sat, April 27

8:15 PM

The Department of Music presents a vocal Recital
featuring Gideon Pollach '96 in Garmany Hall of the
Austin Arts Center. For more information on this event,
please call (860) 297-2199

Sun, April 28

2:00 PM

The William H. Mortensen Travel Series and The
Bushnell will present "The New South Africa," a film
narrated by Sherilyn Mentes. There will be a second
showing of the film at 5:00 PM. Tickets range from $6
to $7. Call (8*60) 246-6807 for more information.

CINESTUDIO
Taxi Driver (R)

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

(1976) Director: Martin Scorsese. Screenplay by Paul Schrader.. Music by Bernard Herrmann. Cinematography by
Michael Chapman. Cast: Robert De Niro, Harvey Keiteljodie Foster, Cybill Shepherd, Peter Boyle. 20 years after it's
tumultuous appearance on the American movie scene, Taxi Driver has been re-released, and premieres in Hartford at
Cinestudio. Scorsese's vision of New York City as Hell, with steam escaping from the streets and checker cabs gleaming in the rain, is as gorgeous as ever in an expertly restored and re-mixed print. Robert De Niro gives the performance
of a lifetime as Travis "God's lonely man" Bickle, a Vietnam.veteran and cabdriver whose twisted sense of morality
leads inexorably to violence. The rest of the performances are now legendary, from Harvey Keitel's creepy pimp to the
pre-teen Jodie Foster as a prostitute Bickle tries to "save" from herself. Taxi. Driver still has the unusual power to draw
its audience deep into its disturbing world. 113 min.

The Young Poisoner's Handbook (NR) Fri - Sat 9:50 PM
(Britain, 1996) Director: Benjamin Ross. Screenplay by Ross and Jeff Rawle. Cast: Hugh O'Connor, Antony Sher,
Charlotte Coleman. The year's most unusual film hero to date is Graham Young, the real-life teen prodigy who genteelly murdered friends and family to test his scientific theories. As played by Hugh O'Connor (the young Christy
Brown in My Left Foot), Young is a strangely likable monomaniac, who continues with his unlikely "experiments"
until the law catches on. An acerbic gem, witK a macabre sense of humor dating back to the best of the Ealing comedies. "... self-assured style, malevolent wit and uncompromising intelligence."Janet Maslin, NY Times. 99 min.

Richard III (R)

Sun 2:30 PM; Sun - Tues 7:30 PM

(Britain, 1996) Directed by Richard Loncraine. Screenplay by Ian McKellen and Loncraine, based on the play by
William Shakespeare and the stage adaptation by Richard Erye. Cast: Ian McKellen, Annette Bening, Kristen Scott
Thomas, Robert Downey, Jr. Ian McKellen's combustible Broadway production of Richard III is a new, very successful
addition to the works of Shakespeare on film. Brilliantly imagined and delivering a palpable shock of recognition, it is
set in the 1930's, as the British upper class flirts with fascism, Into this dangerous game steps Ian McKellen's Richard
III, a magnetic would-be leader who walks the edge between madness and evil. Rounding out the accomplished cast
is a pair of witty and inventive performances by Maggie Smith and Nigel Hawthorne (The Madness of King George).
106 min.

Broken Arrow (R)

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

Directed by John Woo. Screenplay by Graham Yost. Director of photography, Peter Levy. Cast: John Travolta, Christian Slater, Samantha Mathis, Delroy Lindo. Put together John Woo, Hong Kong's action auteur, with the screenwriter
of Speed, and you have a film with a breathless pace and mind-blowing pyrotechnics that ignite an out of body experience. John Travolta, with an arrogance born of Brooklyn, is a military pilot who hijaks a delivery of nuclear warheads. Slater and Mathis try to stop Travolta before he blows the Southwest into oblivion. 110 min.
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Thurs, April 25

6:00 PM

End Violence Everywhere (EVE) will be hosting the
opening reception of an art show highlighting the work
of sexual assault surv i vors, their friends, and their families at the Frame Dimensions Gallery in West Hartford.
The exhibit will run through May 9, as part of National
Sexual Assault Awareness Month. For more information, call (860) 679-9839.

Sat - Sun, April 27-28
The Ballard Institiute and Museum of Puppetry will
present its first public exhibit entitled "The Sampler
Exhibit" in its newly renovated home, Willimantic Cottage on the grounds of the former Mansfield Training
School. The exhibit will feature approximately 50 marionettes, rod puppets, glove puppets, shadow puppets,
stage scenery, and other materials selected from the
Ballard Collection. Admission is free. Call (860) 3545463 or (860) 445-3420 for more information.

Sat-Sun/April27-28
The Charter Oak Cultural Center will present the
nationally renowned Harlem Spiritual Ensemble showcasing the art, style and character of singing and inspiration in salute to the American Negro Spiritual. The
concert will take place at 8:00 PM on Saturday and 4:00
PM on Sunday. Tickets range from $8 to $15. Call (860)
249-1207 for more information.

Through May 9

To All Trinity Athletes
The Trinity College Department of Athletics would
like to ask all athletes to empty their lockers in the
Ferris Athletic Center by Monday, May 6. They are also
reminded to return athletic equi pment, locks, and towels to the equipment room. Please call (860) 297-2057
for more information.

Wednesday, April 24
9:00 PM

The Webster Theatre of Hartford
presents "Widespread Panic". Call
(860) 525-5553 for more informa
tion.

Thursday, April 25
10:00 PM

Legislative Internship Stipends
The William Cotter Congressional Internship Fund
is available to students doing internships with any
United States Senator of Representative. The fund was
set up in memory of Representative William Cotter'49
of Trinity College. Preference will be given to students
interning with Connecticut Senators and Representatives. Statements of need and letters of acceptance from
the congressman must be submitted to the internship
office by May 15.

Rally At The Capitol
People First, a public interest group dealing with economic inequity, will be holding a rally on Saturday,
April 27 at 12:00 PM at the State Capitol Building. The
group's platform includes:"... the creation of living wage
jobs for all, supporting affirmative action, eliminating
corporate welfare, adequately funding public education,
shrinking the gap between the haves and have-nots,
stopping profiteering, and privatizing public services."
For more information, call (860) 257-9782.

Reception For New Chaplain

The Trinity College Department of Fine Arts presents
its annual senior exhibition. The exhibition is taking
place in the Widener Gallery of the Austin Arts Center.
There is no admission fee for this event. Gallery hours
are weekdays, 12:30 PM to 5:30 PM and weekends, 1:00
PM to 5:00 PM. The exhibition will reopen on May 18
and May 19 for commencement. Call (860) 297-2199
for more information.

On Wednesday, April 24, the Student Activities Office and the Student Government Association will be
hosting a reception for the Rev. Steven Charleston, newly
appointed college chaplain. The reception will take
place at 4:00 PM and is tentatively scheduled for Rittenberg Lounge of Mather Hall. Call (860) 297-2170 for
more information.

Through May 12

Train With Parents Anonymous

The Institute for American Indian Studies in Washington, CT will present an exhibit by Chiricahua
Apache Artist Joseph Sky wolf entitled "My History, My
Art" The exhibit features traditional artistic motifs of
'Western Plains art. Admission is $ft ibEadiilts.»n/i$2...
for children. Call (860) 868-0518 for more information. '

The Connecticut Center for Prevention of Child
Abuse announces that they will be holding seven training sessions for people interested in volunteering with
Parents Anonymous. The sessions will be held through-

Tuxedo Junction of Danbury pre
sents'TheMachine". Covercharge
is $5. Call (860) 748-2561 for more
information.

Friday, April 26
4:00 PM

6:30 PM

10:00 PM

TCAC kicks off Spring Weekend
'96 wi th a series of concerts on the
Cave patio. Featured perfor
mances include: various Trinity
Student Bands, "Regurgitator", and
all four a capel la groups - "After
Dark", "The Accidentals",
"Trinitones", and "The Trinity
Pipes."
Toad's Place of New Haven pre
sents a special performance by
"Buffalo Tom". Call (860) 6248623 for more information.
Tuxedojunction of Danbury pre
sents "Belly Button". Covercharge
is $5. Call (860) 748-2561 for more
information.

Saturday, April 27
12:00 PM

TCAC's Spring Weekend '96 con
tinues with "Fun Fair" on the Life
Sciences Center Quadrangle.
2:00 PM
The Student Life Resource Center
is offering a special student dis
count to see Hartford Stage's pro
duction of "Ghosts". Call (860)
297-2170 for more information.
8:00 PM
The Webster Theatre of Hartford
presents the 25th anniversary con
cert of "Max Creek". Call (860)
525-5553 for more information.
8:00 PM
The Meadows Music Theatre pre
sents "Steve Miller Band". Tickets
range from $29 to $39. Call (860)
422-0000 for more information.
10:00 PM
Tuxedo Junction of Danbury pre
sents "foam" Cover charge is $5
HKf"'**"*!'! *»* i Call ($6Q!)iZ48*256Hftr moremfor
ma tion.

Sunday, April 28
1:30 PM

8:00 PM

Spring Weekend'96 concludes
with featured performances by
"The Mighty Mighty Bosstones",
"The Pharcyde", and "Guster." All
concerts to take place on the Life
Sciences Center Quadrangle.
The Webster Theatre of Hartford
presents Jeffrey Gaines in concert.
Call (860) 525-5553 for more infer
mation,

E l m T h e a t e r - New Britain Avenue, next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820
All times valid through Thursday, April 25
Up Close & Personal (PG-13) 7:00 PM, 9:40 PM
Mr. Holland's Opus (PG) 7:00 PM
Sense and Sensibility (PG) 9:40 PM

N e w i n g t o n Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 666-1401
All times valid through Thursday, April 25
A Family Thing (PG-13) 2:00 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:10 PM
Diabolique(R) 9:30 PM
Up Close & Personal (PG-13) 1:45 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:20 PM
Braveheart(R) 8:00 PM
Homeward Bound 2 (PG) 1:30 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:00 PM

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
All times valid through Thursday, April 25
Thin Line (R) 12-50 PM, 1:25 PM, 3:10 PM, 4:15 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:00 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:20 PM, 10:05 PM, 11:40 PM
The Substitute (R) 12:30 PM, 1:00 PM, 2:55 PM, 3:45 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:20 PM, 7:50 PM, 9:45 PM, 10:20 PM, 12:20 AM
The Birdcage (R) 12:55 PM, 4:05 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:10 PM, 7:50 PM, 9:45 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:05 AM
Sgt. Bilko (PG) 12:40 PM, 2:50 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:55 PM
Primal Fear (R) 1:15 PM, 3:55 PM, 7:05 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:25 AM
Oliver & Company (G) 1:20 PM, 3:20 PM, 5:20 PM
Mrs Winterbourne (PG-13) 12:40 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:00 AM
Kids In The Hall (R) 1:05 PM, 3:05 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:45 PM
James And The Giant Peach (PG) 1:10 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:25 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:15 PM, 11:15 PM
Fear (R) 12:35 PM, 2:45 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:35 PM, 11:30 PM
Fargo (R) 9:55 PM, 11:55 PM
Executive Decision (R) 4:20 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:40 PM, 12:10 PM
Celtic Pride (PG-13) 12:45 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:10 PM, 8:00 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:15 AM
All Dogs Go To Heaven (G) 12:30 PM, 2:25 PM

Classifieds
EARN $500 - $1,000 WEEKLY STUFFING ENVELOPES!
FOR DETAILS - RUSH $1.00 WITH SASE TO:
GROUP FIVE
57 GREENTREE DRIVE
SUITE 307
DOVER, DE 19901

DRIVERS WANTED
SELL GOOD HUMOR.ICE CREAM FROM ONE O F OUR OWN
VENDING TRUCKS. WORK OUTDOORS AND BE YOUR OWN
Boss! ROUTES AVAILABLE IN YOUR AREA. EARN $650 - $950
WEEKLY! APPLY NOW, NOT IN MAY. CALL MONDAY SATURDAY, 9 - 3 PM ONLY,

(203)366-2641
EARN $200-$500 WEEKLY!
HELP WANTED MAILING TRAVEL BROCHURES.
No EXPERIENCE N ECESSA RY.
FOR INFORMATION, SEND A SASE To:
UNIVERSAL TRAVEL

P.O. Box 610188
MIAMI, FL 33261
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE!
BILLIONS O F $$$ IN PRIVATE FUNDING.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY.

(800)AID-2-HELP
(800)243-2435
HELP WANTED
. PART TIME WORK
CALL VOI.PE'S SPORTS KITCHEN

(203) 525-1605
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Eileen Ivers' Celtic WildBlue-A
BY DAVIDSON MACLAREN

Copy Editor
Celtic music is being reinvented. Eileen Ivers' new compact disc on the Green Linnet
label, Wild Blue, is both an innovative and brash addition
to the contributions of the
young musical personalties
seeking to express provocative
interpretations of the tones and
modes of the Celtic tradition.
Said Irish legend Mick
Moloney, "In her [Ivers] dizzy
journey she incorporates new
ideas and influences from just
about every musical style and
idiom she hears: rock, classical,
jazz, blues, swing, Eastern European and whatever else takes
her fancy."
Wild Blue features nine sets
of tunes; they are all excellent
examples of the reels, jigs and
hornpipes that have moved so
many to dance for so long. Although the liner notes of Ivers'
album offer little information as

Eileen Ivers shreds some horse hair on WildBlue.
to the origins of her musical selections, one can presume, from
the lack of their association

FILE PHOTO

with a contemporary composer,
that most are traditional songs
copyrighted and published in

23,1996

Phenomenal Release
the modern manner.
The precision and vibrancy
of Ivers' fiddle playing preserves
the Irish foundations of her material. Her rampaging style delivers an exhilarating mood
equaled only by the finest Celtic
recordings.
A select group of performers
from a variety of musical and
ethnic backgrounds provide the
djembe, conga and bass
rhythms that flourish the recording sessions. SeamusEgan,
Jerry O'Sullivan, and John
Doyle support Ivers with their
respective virtuosity at flute,
uilleann pipes, and guitar. Tom
"T-Bone" Wolk, best known for
his work with Sam Phillips and
the Counting Crows, accompanied Ivers' arrangements with
lush walls of organ and accordion harmonies.
The album begins with a kinetic set of two reels, "Piper on
Horseback" and "Jenny's Chickens". This bowshredding tune
is followed by a slow and melodic reinterpretation of

"Maudabawn Chapel", a reel
composed by Ed Reavy.
The individual tunes of the
set "DNA Bourrees" are French
and Breton compositions Ivers
learned from the famed band
Hillbillies of Mars. Both "Blue
Groove" and "Destitution" deserve mention as two of the
record's more impressive cuts.
"Blue Groove" is a jazz tinged
studio jam and "Destitution" a
seven minute set built upon the
increasing tension of the interplay between subtle and enerr
getic fiddle traditions.
On the last tune, "Lament for
Staker Wallace", Ivers serenades
the studio with nothing more
than the intimate melodies of
her violin.
The confident abandon of
Ivers and her collaborators playing is proof of the very live character of Wild Blue. The
instrumentation is skillful and
the arrangement phenomenal.
This is an excellent performance by one of Celtic music's
most talented musicians.

Senior Studio Arts We Are The Pipes...
Projects Displayed
This Week In Widener Gallery
BY SHARA ABRAHAM

Senior Editor
A reception was held on
Monday, April 2.2, in the Widener Gallery of the Austin Arts
Center. The reception marked
the opening of an exhibit of senior projects for Fine Arts majors. The work of four students
will be on display this week.
The four seniors whose work
will be on display in the Widener Gallery are Hillary
Spivack, George Dudac, Laura
Paulick and Michelle Carrier.
Two works, one untitled piece
by Michelle Carrier and a piece
entitled "Landing #3, Solitary,"
by Laura Paulick, are on display
in the lobby, while the rest of

the pieces are being showcased
in the adjacent gallery. The
works are predominantly charcoal pieces and run the gamut
of artistic expression from selfportrait to abstract expressionism.
As Paul Anderton noted, "it is
a fine exhibit of the talent that
Trinity students possess and the
wonderful work that is being
done here at Trinity that we all
should appreciate."
The various works by these
Trinity seniors will be reviewed
in greater detail in the next edition of the Trinity Tripod, on
Tuesday, April 30.
All encouraged to visit the
exhibit and enjoy the diversity
of artistry and talent that is on
exhibit.

The Trinity Pipes held their 36th Annual Buttondown, to a
M ATTHEW PRINLE. LATIN I O^ER
capacity crowd In Hamlin Sunday evening, complete with the usual antics and old favorites.

Tufts Band To Visit Trinity Again

SUMMER
COLLEGE
CREDIT
PROGRAMS

for academically strong high school
juniors and seniors, college students,
qualified adults
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architecture
Art
Humanities
Sciences
Social Sciences
Drama

Languages
Creative Writing
A Practical Approach
to Directing
(for Teachers)

English Language Institute
(ESI)

For information
YALE UNIVERSITY
Summer Programs
246 Church St. Suite 101, Dept. C
New Haven, CT 06510-1722
Phone (203) 432-2430
Outside U.S. add
S5.00 postage

CD.
Two songs that every buyer or
listener of this CD must listen
to are "Dissolve" and "Love for
Me", and they also do covers
which includes "Down In It" by
Nine Inch Nails. Needless to
say they easily won me as a fan.
Besides having a great CD, these
guys are probably the nicest
people you will ever meet. They

One includes a play with David
Hasselhoff. Another amusing
Arts Writer
part of the newsletter is not
only does their merchandise include t-shirts, posters, and cds,
Guster, the band formally
but for the low price of $3.99 you
known as Gus, will be kicking
can own your own Guster ruboff the annual TCAC Spring
ber ducky that doesn't float.
Weekend show this coming
Sunday. For some the band cerAs you can probably already
tainly rings a bell, because they
tell, Guster likes to have a good
have been here at least'three or
time. Two images stand out in
so times for FREE. Those who
my head from these practical
do not -know this great trio
pranksters. This past sumshould definitely come check
mer Guster was forced to
them out this weekend.
change their name from
Gus because it was discovGuster is an all male trio
ered that, other bands had
who originated at Tufts Unitheir same name. So, as an
versity. Guster consists of
April Fool's joke they inAdam Gardner, who plays
tbrmed the members of the
guitar and sings, Ryan Millei,
who also plays guitar and sings, are a very crowd oriented band, emailing list that their new
and finally Brain Rosenworcel, who believes their fans are first. name was "Sweet Maynard and
the bongo man.
They have a newsletter, a phone . the Sassy Sailors."
Their first CD, "Parachute," is line, an email address, and a
Ironically, they are still denyfull of fresh music and lyrics. web site.
ing their new name. When they
The first time I listened to it
For most bands newsletters were here for New Student Ori-,
I knew it would be immedi- consist of tour dates, merchan- entation they begged the activiately placed in my Top 10 CDs dising, and latest news. But, for ties council to be a part of
listened to.
Guster, I think the newsletter Spring Weekend.
They have a very distinct feel gives them a chance to express
Well, we listened to them and
about them, and the bongo their creativity (or absurdity in to quote their newsletter, "For
player is just hip. Danceable some cases).
the love of all things! What are
and relaxing are the first two
As I was reading over the last you'waiting for?" Come at 1:30
adjective images that enter the mailing I noticed some of their on the LSC on April 28,1996 to
brain when listening to their "completely fabricated" shows. hear the rock stars.
BY AMY H A M

guster
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Saved Explores Effects Of Violence On A Community
riage holding the child of Pam and Fred
(Fattizzo). They proceeded to pummel
the child by throwing rocks, lighting
fires, and striking the baby. Masterfully,
Violence was on the mind of all who Fattizzo interrupted the group and
saw the Theater and Dance production threw the final stone which killed his
of Saved last weekend. Not that they character's child.
were ready to start beating on each other.
The second act illustrated the relationThe show dealt with this tricky issue in ships shared by the characters. Many of
an innovative and explosive way, much the scenes in this act were dominated by
to the delight of all who attended.
Kalayjian, whose powerful entrances
Directing the show was veteran and thick, but extremely believable, acBartlett Sher of Hartford Stage and it fea- cent set the tone for the others. Jensen
tured several stage veterans including provided some comic relief from the othWill McCormack '96, BowJensen '96, and erwise intense scenes by playing Harry,
Vana Pietroniro '96 in their last perfor- the father who is completely oblivious
mance on a Trinity stage.
to everything around him. In a scene
The story outlined the lives of a group with McCormackJensen delivered a line
from the underbelly of English society. using his singular style: "Don't speak to
The motley crew of characters faced them [women] at all - saves a lot of
problems they were too immature to misunderstanding.'The final scene in
handle. As a result, most of the charac- the show was done in an interesting way.
ters resorted to violence to solve the is- It showed several characters gathered on
sues in their lives.
stage. Each character moved about for
"This is definitely the most challeng- about two minutes - performing misceling role I have ever taken," said laneous activities. None of them spoke
BY ERNESTO C. ANGUILLA

Announcements Editor

Pam (Leah Kalayjian '97) glares, as she is taken away
from her newspaper.

scene changes was handled very well by
Sher. In between scenes, the cast moved
set and prop items extremely quickly
and fervently. At the same time, blaring
music played and the lights went to
"Once, after we finished rehearsing the death scene, I arock
brown-out. All of these effects played
had to throw up... It may sound sick, but I actually
on the theme of violence and anxiety.
When moving back into the action, the
enjoyed killing the baby." - Matt Famolare '99
lights changed quickly, the music cut
McCormack, who played the role of Len. to anyone else on stage. The scene illus- out, and the cast scurried off-stage.
His character was one of the few who did trated the effects violence can have on a Again, the jerkiness of the staging
showed the innate violence buried unnot engage in the violent activities of the community of people.
others until the end of the show. Instead,
The cast stayed true to form through derneath the facade of peacefulness.
most of his time was taken by arguing to the end. They opted against a tradiOne audience member said, "The perwith Pam, played by Leah Kalayjian '97. tional curtain call. Instead, the cast lined formances made the show for me." The
The first act climaxed in a scene remi- up on stage, stared intently at the audi- sentiment was well taken. Along jwith
niscent of West Side Story, where the ence, and then marched off with a defi- McCormack and Kalayjian, Fattizzo
gang members, played by Matt Famolare ant attitude. "It left a bad taste in my played a central part quite well. His char'99, Gabriel Berezin '98Jessika Welcome mouth," commented one of the specta- acter was usually caught between loyal'97, Chris McCullough '98, and Cosmo tors with regards to the curtain call.
ties: to Pam and their child and to the
Fattizzo '98, gathered around a baby carThe potentially problematic issue of group that he found his identity with.

LAURA BLACKWELL

His dramatization of this tough part was
nothing less than excellent from his initial entrance through to the end.
The casting placed Welcome in the
awkward position of playing someone
from the opposite gender. Despite the
difficulty, she. played the part with expertise and made it close to impossible
to discern the basic difference.
Famolare described the difficulty in
preparing for a show dealing with such
touchy issues. "Once, after we finished
rehearsing the death scene, I had to
throw up," he said, "It may sound sick,
but I actually enjoyed killing the baby."
The viewpoint was shared by
McCormack, "Saved is a commentary on
what we have done to society. We have
created this vicious existence," he said,
"The scary thing is how numb we become to this brand of violence."

•a We didn't think we could make it any easier to surf the Net.
Ibday, more students are using Macintosh*
computers to share ideas on the Internet
than any other computer. No small wonder,
either. Because with a Macintosh there are
no complicated commands needed to get
up and surfing on the Net. So in a matter
of minutes you can be on-line accessing
the exciting new universe of the Internet.
(Not to mention prospective employers.)
And right now, buying a Mac"is as easy as
using one. For a limited time, we're offering special campus savings on selected
Macintosh computers and Apple'printers.
So visit us today, and look into the power
of Macintosh. The power to be your best*

But we Just did.
For more information visit us on theInternet at hltpJ/bed.info,apple.com/

Save feig ess a

For further information contact Maura Fennelly
at the Computer Store in the MCEC, Room 115 or call 297-2007
Please Note: PowerMac 7100 bundles are also availablefora
limited time, starting as low as $1,685.

S/500MB, CD, 15"mmttor

8/5Q0MB

360 dpi

'lifers shown above expire May 15, 1996. See your campus store for details about the Apple Computer Loan. © 1996 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights ra«i ed typle, the Apple logo Law 1i tier Maanlmli Perfomm Pott erEooh StfleWriler ami' The pott er to be) our best are rendered liuijemarks of Apple Computet
hie Mac and Power Mac are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disability Tb team moie (US ml)), call HOO 600 7S08 at TIT 800-755 0601
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Students Mourn
Loss Of Psychic
HARTFORD, CT — Beloved
Bosnian psychic and student was
found dead just outside of her home
at Trinity College last Friday evening
after completing the last horoscope of
her life. "We will miss her greatly,"
said Annemarie Peil, editor of The
Trinity Tripod, the college's student
newspaper where Madame Zorinde's
column appeared. "Her work was extremely professional, accurate and insightful. I consulted her daily. I cannot imagine who could have done
this."
Zorinde was found bludgeoned by
her own crystal ball. Hartford police
were dumbfounded by the grizzly
murder. Several suspects are being interviewed, but there are few leads in
this extremely complicated case.
Campus officials report that they
have uncovered a group of renegade
psychics that had been plotting
Zorinde's overthrow for some tinve>
Reportedly they met the night of the
murder to try and summon the spirits.
Police are certain that one of these renegades was responsible for the murder.
"I haven't seen a case this messed
up in all my years on the force," said
Mike Edwards, Hartford Police Chief.
"I doubt that there's any Way we're
going to be able to unravel who did
this."
The Trinity Tripod has already offered a reward of a $100,00 gift certificate to High Spirits Liquors for information leading to the identity of the
murderer.
"We want to know who did it,"
stated Peil. "We. also need to know
what they ate that night, who they
danced with, and the person they sat
across from at the seance. It's not
going to be easy, but Zorinde was very
valuable to us, and we're willing to
pay in order to make sure her killer is
brought to justice."
Students around the college spent
the weekend in mourning of their departed psychic. "Sure, there were
people out celebrating on the quad,"
said Peil, "but that's what she would
have wanted. All that pent up sexual
frustration — it's good that it's finally
found a release."
"No more horoscopes?" a student on
the quad sobbed. "What reason will I
have to read The Tripod"
Anyone with information on the
murderer should contact The Tripod
at (860)297-2583.

began with a seance. The suspects arrived a

JON SMALL

S
Julio Gallo Blush or Bartles & Jaymes
Bubble Gum Ice Cream or Jello with Cream.

^ 0 ^

KERRIMULLEH

had he t r f e n t r e e , but Robbins did not. Both women dran*
dessert as Ronaid Spencer D e ^ w e r e h ^ e d o

in a car pool. Everyone else paired up into couples and wen
Everyone who went home together ate the same « a ~
dinner. The murderer had a dance partner. Jon Snufl
involved in the threesome. No students went home g
same dessert. None of the twosomes could have tad .to
The police are stumped. Campus Safety is baffled.

KARIM SADIK-KHAN

DAVID WINER

RENNY FULCO

(FURTtNQ WITH J O M ! KENNEDY, AS TBD LOOKS ON)

{m Hen RICKI LAKE PHASE)

ALFRED Ko

u Zorinde.?
ie ten suspects pictured here. While some suspects remember the
tits. The ten suspects are Renny Fulco (Faculty Member), Jim
/Administrator), Robbins Winslow (Administrator), David Winer
Jon Small (Director of Food Services/Administrator), Karim Sadikjterety (Former President of the School/Administrator), Ronald Spenved at Hamlin Hall around 7:00 p.m. and sat down around a circular
ithe spirit world and break up Madam Zorinde's strangle hold on it.
, The only suspect who isn't still at the college sat directly across from
rectly across from each other. Kerri Mullen, who arrived late, sat
it next to Jim Moodie, but they didn't talk. David Winer sat to the left
took a seat directly across from one student and next to another.
ins with "R."
ild Spencer suggested that they try and dance to summon the spirits,
jple chose not to dance. Ronald Spencer sat next to his dance partner at
een sitting between the two who didn't dance. If a student danced, he
;ed with men. When they had been sitting, two seats were between
need. Exactly one pair of dancers sat across from each other, having
did not dance with Jon Small, still upset about the previous evening's
immoned. Jon Small announced that dinner was served and everyone
ich person was served one entree, one drink, and one dessert. The availeef Broccoli Stir Fry. The available drinks were Milwaukee's Best Beer,
rry Wine Cooler. The available desserts were Fro-Yo, Carrot-Cake,
)ne person without a dance partner had Milwaukee's Best, the other had
•shrink, .and dessert. The person who had danced with Robbins Winslow
irank Milwaulcee'vs B'es'l' Karim Sadik-KJj.ap..d^UQ^Q4gil (^nd received)
led out clockwise around the table in the following
order:'T'
) two entrees were served to the same number of people. The Cod NugSpencer had Jamaican Jerk Pork for his entree. Jon Small had Ernest &
o drink.
forgotten about Madame Zorinde. Three people traveled home together
went home, except the murderer who snuck away and killed Zorinde.
Exactly two of the people in the threesome sat next to each other at
vas not in the threesome. The threesome all ate beef. No females were
;ether. Exactly two of the participants in the threesome could have had the
ie same dessert. All twosome pairs drank the same thing,
ed. Can you figure out who killed Zorinde?

BOBBINS WINSLOW

TOM GERETY

RONALD SPENCER
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NEW!
Cave Late-Nite
Menu!
FingerprintedPizza
$2.95
Wings w/Grill
Schmeg Sauce
.$3.95
. • . . . . . • • • • • . L

t

Honey Packets
.$3.95
..«•«.«.«•*...i

Cod Rods
.$2.95

t

.•••<•«.«>*..«i

Thrice-Fried Thingys
.$2.50
• ••••••••••***«»*L.

Students play hacky sack on the quad during EarthDay MORGAN RISSH.
weekend. The weather prevailed for the most part, but the quad
was left looking anything but earthly. The trash left lingering did
not reflect many organizations efforts to educate the
community on the importance on preserving the environment.

Asbestos Bites
.$1.95
• « . . . • . • • » • • • • • • . k.

Sam's Jo Jo's

BriWs Pizza

.$3.95
• •••*•••••*•«•••••!.
Summit St. Sausages
.$2.95
>>•«•«.*..«*«.«*k

Cheese Pizza

Jell-O w/ Cream
.$1.95
....I...........L

Small

Cheese Pizza
Toppings

( 1 2 " )L a r g e

$4
$.50

(16") S h e e t

(18x24

$7 $14
$!••••

$2.50

Chef,, Greek, Tuna, A n t i p a s t o : $6
Tossed Salad:
$4

Bistro Leftover du
jour
$2.95
Recipies
by Lou B. Kaetor

Dinners;
Ravioli, Stuffed' Shells, Manicotti: $6.50
Lasagna, Shells or Spaghetti witfi
> .Meatball, sausage or shrimp:
$7.50
Spaghetti or Shells: $5

Now accepting reservations for your graduaton parties.

n

1

Specialty PiZZaS - Red Veggie Design, White

U

Veggie Design, Cajun Shrimp Pie, Max's Preferred, Hot
for the Heart... Prices range from $8.00 - $10.00 for a
small and up

2

in

357 Main Street
Hartford

203.547,1714

CT, 06106

Fax 203,724-7612

Piccolo Arancio and Peppercorn's Grill will be open

-8:00
Open Late Every Night!
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Of Dogs and Dorms Madame

matter how attractive the idea seems in
theory. Just like you, dogs need space to
Features Writer
run, frolick, smell others' butts and lick
their privates. Like 1 said before, I can
"Woof!" says Marty, with a beligerant understand the need for a little canine
scowl on his face. The intrepid Tripod re- companionship, but this is no place for a
porter walks in an arc around the skinny big dog. Only little dogs can cope with
a dorm room.
pooch. "Rr-woof!" he yelps again.
"Marty doesn't like boys," explains the
For example, look at Lucy, the Snoopyunapologetic underclassperson, who sized friend of David Stewart '96. Lucy's
grips the leash of the 10 pound bundle human companion contends that she
of terror.Ok, Murry isn't any kind of has plenty of space in his room. Stewart
devil-dog, but my encounter with him, adds that Lucy is outside 4-5 hours a day,
and his, shall we say, odeurde lapoux in fighting and playing with other dogs,
front of LSC made me step back for a and that it isn't cruel at all to leave her in
moment and contemplate the plight of his room for long periods of time. Lucy
BY ANTHONY LOWENBERC

just like you, dogs need space to run, frolick, smell
others' butts and lick their privates. Like 1 said before,
I can understand the need for a little canine
companionship, but this is no place for a big dog
dogs here at our formerly fairly poochfree campus.
Before I contemplate any further, let's
get something straight here. I love dogs.
Dogs rock. I can easily understand why
people want a dog, but I have a bone to
pick with those who choose to have a dog
in their dorm room at school.
Let's imagine you are a little kid, and
your parents leave you in the laundry
room all day. The laundry room is dark,
and the combination of the sun and the
radiator in the corner make it a hot room
all year round. Your parents don't open
the window when the weather is nice —
they Wouldn't want you jumping
out. But all this waiting in the dark is
worth it because soon the grand moment
arrives when they come home from
work. You get to play outside for a spell,
maybe even accompany them to the
:

rpailbox! Sounds like fun, right?

is smallenough that she can whip herself into a poochy frenzy in Stewart's
compact 15'xlO' room. He is quick to add,
though, that he doesn't necessarily agree
with keeping larger dogs at school. "1
wouldn't have a bigger dog. While my
dog can run around in here, a large dog
could only take a couple of steps."
The fact remains that many dogs here
aren't as small and spunky as this Marty
hair ball or Lucy, and that these dogs
have to endure long stretches of being
furniture, not frisky dogs. I see some of
these large dogs out on the quad confused and apparently sedated. Are they
confused at the notion of "outside" or are
they tamed because they sit in some
cramped room in Cook/Woodward or
Jackson all day breathing in thier owners' reefer fumes?
My advice to all you underclassmen
out there who are consideringjoiningthe

' If'you agree,':yok'Sfe^rcjBaMflSnffia^«»
the many who like to punch in that a while.1 The student-to-dog ratio on
combo and be greeted by a friendly black campus has risen dramatically this year,
lab or husky or whatever.
and there are plenty of owners, whose
Let me warn you, though, there are dogs you can mooch off of to get your fix
some things that just shouldn't be, no of fur.

Write For The Tripod
Next Semester!
We have (^ newstaff and new
opportunities, so give us a call at
x2589 if you are interested in
being a part of out team.

..ACTIVIST

Summer Jobs
Campaign Jobs

Zorinde

Reads The Stars For You...
SCORPIO

TAURUS

OCT25-NOV2I

APR 2O - MAY 2.

Hey you, cheer up! You've been feeling pretty down lately and everyone
is noticing it. Don't worry, you'll
make it through with the help of
your friends...that is, if you still consider anyone your friend. Swallow
your pride and end the year on a good
note. People aren't that bad and
you're lucky to have as many around
you as you do...especially with your
disposition.

GEMINI

This week you may be wondering
how you can top last weekend, but
it is possible. Do yourself a favor this
week, however, keep your money in
your pocket. You have proved beyond the shadow of a doubt that you
are no gambler (in money, life or
love) so don't get fancy. Enjoy yourself, but remember not to place your
bets too soon or too high...you're
chances of winning are, well, nonexistent.

SAGITTARIUS

MAY 11 -JUN2.O

NOV2Z-DLC2I

No, you can't help but like that cute,
but clueless heartbreaker. You've
been feeling a lot of guilt about it, but
let it go. The 25th is your night to
shine and you will win their undivided attention. Don't waste your
time worrying about it, just enjoy the
evening and let what happens, happen. You won't be displeased with
the results.

CANCER

Things may not be going your way
this week and you've had a few surprises in the past few days. Well,
much to your dismay, you will never
be able to control everything, so just
suck it up and deal. Your life is running fairly smoothly lately and you
are in the minority, so appreciate
your good fortune and stop trying to
find fault in everything. Your lucky
day this week is...Oh, you have no
lucky days. Oops!

XIN2I-JUL2Z

CAPRICORN

Wow, you are a different person
DE.C2Z-JAN l?
lately. You may not be crazy about
all of the changes you've made, but
they are certainly having an impres- Try to alay your fears about the fusion on others. Take a day off on the ture, it is too far away to waste your
24th to re\ax,-you'U need it. That per- time [retting over. Concentrate on
••J;F»n:soiI
yet.

LEO
JUL23-AUG22
One word for you Leos this week: RELAX. You have had a major bug up
your butt this past week so take some
time to yourself to work things out.
After the 23th, you will be able to
break from your routine and unwind. And stay away from any
Cancers...their bug is even bigger
than yours. If you do need a release,
however, just throw a little steam.in
that Virgo's face.-.they need a good
kick in the pants!

VIRGO
AUG 25 ~5E.IT 2Z
You've almost made it to the end, so
take this weekend to enjoy the run to
the finish line. The stars predict that
there will be considerable amounts
of music and alcohol in your life this
weekend, but don't take it too far.
There is still more work to be done
and besides, you know how you get
when you're drunk. And if you don't,
just ask your friend, the Leo; I'm sure
they'll be happy to tell you what
you're like.

allow it to materialize. If you relax
and just let things happen, you
might be happy with the results, for
once. You still haven't made a move
on tha t dark haired acquaintance, so
no wonder you're so horny! Get a
move on and get it on, baby!

AQUARIUS
JAN20-Tfl& 13
What can I say? I've been looking for
something...an_ything to tell you
people, but it's hopeless. There is a
possibility that you may have success in academics this week, but who
cares about that? But if it makes you
happy, then I'm happy.

Tiscfis
PE.& 19 - MAR 2O

Clean up your act and stop thinking
about getting lucky so much! You're
cursing yourself by trying to make
things happen. The stars garuntee
that the minute you stop worrying so
much about your sex life, you will
stumble upon the partner of your
dreams. This weekend will be a good
time to dense your mind and ease
your worries. The 26th will be a good
day...a very, very good day.

ARIES

Fight to protect the enviroment, consumer rights and social justice. Learn
campaign skills, build resume. Paid
Training.

Citizen Action, 347-1503

LI5RA

-

MAR21 -APR I?

SE.PT25-OCT22
Well, you're in the doghouse this
week for ditching your friends last
weekend, but by the time the weekend rolls around, they will have forgotten and you can wander off to
find that blonde who's been catching
your eye lately. The 26th is your
lucky day, so make the move you've
been holding back on and the blonde
is sure to respond.

Maybe you need to start over. I know
that you are convinced that your way
is the way it should be, but that
doesn't make it happen. The person
you've had your heart set on just isn't
coming around. Don't let it get you
down, there are plenty of people out
there who will pay you the attention
you deserve, so don't brush others off
or you will lose them too...and you
think you're loney NOW!
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Everything You Ever Wanted To Know And More...

Who Exactly AreThe Spring Weekend Bands?
I've done a little research to see
just what these bands are all
about. The lead band, The
Mighty Mighty Bosstones are
from...you guessed it, Boston.
They have released four albums:
Devil's Night Out, More Noise &
OtherDisturbances,DoritKnow
How To Party, and Question the

BY A M Y SHACKELFORD

Features Editor

The announcement of this
year's Spring Weekend bands
has elicited mixed reactions. I,
for one, have heard of all of the
bands, but have actually heard
only one: Guster. They have visited Trinity in the past and from
what I've heard, they are pretty
good. Their sound is similar to
that of Rusted Root, but it is, as
1 overheard someone say, "happier".

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones.

FILE PHOTO

that not too many people have announced on their home page
actually listened to them, or at about three weeks ago. So much
least not faithfully. The secret for keeping it quiet, TCAC.
of their arrival on campus was
I must admit, however, that

The most anyone can hope for is that the sun will shine, the beer
will flow and the bands will won't drive people off of the LSC
quad.
, The Mighty
Mighty
Bosstones have a lot of recognition name-wise, but I've found

not kept under wraps too suc- otherwise the information was
cessfully, for the date of their kept under wraps pretty well
concert here on campus was this year. Normally, the bands
are known long before their announcement, but this year, no
one was sure who was coming
until recently. This was due to
the fact that "Spring Weekend is
going to be great," according to
one TCAC member. Well,
I have no problem saying that I
was more excited by the obnox- Guster.
FILE PHOTO
ious messages I received over
broadcast that stated that Answers.
Rusted Root and Max Creek
From what the buzz reports,
were coming. Hey, at least I've they are a ska band, meaning
heard them.
that their sound in a fusion of
Perhaps I'm just overly jazz, rap, funk and pop. This
clueless, but for those of you makes good dancing music, but
who are with me on this one, not the best live music. Actu-

Get the credits
you need fast this summer

ally, it won't have anything to do
with the type of music, but
more with the amount of alcohol the student body has consumed. Does anyone remember
when Live was here? Case in
point. I remember that about
four people got up to dance and
it was due, in large part, to the
fact that everyone in the audience was sober. What we
wouldn't give to get them back
here.
The Pharcyde is a rap band
from the west coast who have
released two albums to date, Bizarre Ride 11 the Pharcyde and
the most recent being
Labcabincalifornia. There are
four members of Pharcyde: Tre
Hardson, Imani Wilcox, Romye
Robinson,
and Derrick
Sterwart. The groups is known
best for their hit "Passing Me By,"
and they are known for being a
good live act.
Guster, a band from Tufts, are
also opening, along with
Pharcyde and they have proven
to be a Trinity-friendly band. In
relation to last year's Spring
Weekend, the event has nowhere to go but up. The most
anyone can hope for is that the
sun will shine, the beer will
flow and the bands will won't
drive people off of the LSC quad.
For all of you die hard Mighty
Mighty Bosstones and Pharcyde
fans out there, I hope you are
excited to see these bands, but
for the rest of you who just want
to chill on the quad while listhank the Gods above that it is
a new year and we do not have
to go through the agony of Soul
Asylum once again. It's a tough
jub, TCAC, but someone's gotta
doit.

The Prize
For The
Beer Hunt
Is STILL
Unclaimed

...without disrupting your
us\ a
One week courses are just one of
the advantages of coming to Bentley
this summer.
•More scheduling flexibility than any other
Boston area college:
-One, two, five, six or eight
week options
-Day or evening classes
-Courses that meet on five consecutive
Fridays
• Bentley offers essential business
courses in accounting,
computer information systems,
economics, finance,p'
management and marketing
•Business programs
are AACSB accredited
so credits should ,
<(
transfer easily,

•Better quality learning experience clue to
smaller class sizes.
•An excellent value compared to similar
offerings at Boston College, Boston University,
Northeastern and Suffolk.
To learn more e-mail ceinfo@bentley.edu;
call 1/800/5-BENTLEY; fax 1/617/891-2729 or
return the coupon.

BENTLEY
WAI.THAM.MA 02] 54-4705

Please send me your 1996 Summer
Sessions Course Schedule.

(in
Zll'
I'HONK
""'
,\l.iil [o: Ik'iitk'y Collide
P=> I OIVSI Si:. Wulrlwni, MA 021=w-i705
I nuil: a-'iiil'offll-vmk'y.L'dii Phone: 1/HCXVvHENTI.FY
:
I
(l7W)I2">29

There's
only one
more week
left, so get
to it, or
well have
to drink all
of that left
over brew!
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Obsession Is More Than Just A Plotline
root of the word, obsideo, translates to
"besiege."
Thus, obsession in a relationNews Editor
ship is a form of harassment and badgering for the victim.
Friendly and intelligent, she embraces
Although some people interchange
everyone with her warm, sincere smile, the words, obsession and infatuation, a
even the standoffish persons. Openly striking difference does exist between
expressiong her generosity, she helps the two. Obsession is not infatuation.
each person, who approaches her with a While infatuation is an extravagant,
question or a problem. Ignoring the short-lived romantic attachment, obsesblindfolds of racial prejudice and intel- sion is an irrational preoccupation that
lectual stereotypes, the young woman lasts for a long period of time. - In each
accepts each person as a unique indi- relationship, for example, one person, a
vidual.
male, desires the other, a female, and beShe likes, or at least tries to like, every- lieves that his interest is perfect and
one she meets. Once in a while an un- flawless.
likely boy will ask permission to "get to
Yet obsession is a more extreme and
BY KERRY MCKEVITT

Obsession is not infatuation. While infatuation is an
extravagant, short-lived romantic attachment,
obsession is an irrational preoccupation that lasts for
a long period of time.
know her." The naive young woman, always unbiased and considerate of
another's feelings, replies positively and
fails to see any harm in becoming a
friend of the boy.
As a relationship blossoms, the girl realizes that she has made a mistake and
that the boy wants a little bit more from
the relationship than she thought. Unable to break the relationship, she feels
uncomfortable when she is with the
male. To her, this unwanted attention is
obsession; while the others, it is only infatuation.
In dictionaries and in similar
workding, obsession can be defined as a
compelling motivation and a persistent,
disturbing preoccupation with an often
unreasonable idea or feeling. The Latin

dangerous type of compulsive attraction
that has a longer period of duration. For
numerous dateless persons, infatuation
substitutes as a frivilous attachment for
the infatuated and very fickle person.
Usually, the interest of an infatuated person changes daily or weekly while the
interest of an obsessed person changes
monthly or yearly. Unfortunately, the
interest of an obsessed person is constantly harassed and suffocated by the
pursuer.
For the pursued, obsession is like
quickened; once she stumbles into the
unnoticable pit, it is extremely difficult
to climb out safely. In the beginning of
the relationship, the constant attention
from the boy is flattering and nice, better yet, sweet. At first, he showers her

High
Wines & Liquors
Discounts Gladly Given on Large
Orders

Liquor Prices
Smirnoff 1,75 L... $15.99
Kamchatka 1.75L... $10.99
Dubra 1.75L.,. $10.99
Jim Bean 1.75 L... $18.99

Case Prices
Heineken... $10.99
Rolling Rock... $7.99
Becks... $9.99
Molson Ice... $9.99

Have a good Spring
Weekend, Trinity!!
237wmtest.

'

Party Hardy!!

Hartford, CTO61O6
956-2221

Reese Witherspoon, star of FILEPHOTO

Fear, the new movie that
revolves around atale of

obsession.

with his attentiveness and lovely presents of flowers, jewelry, and other little
trinkets and mementoes.
As the days come and go, he suffocates
her with his presence and his control.
For her, the candy that was once sweet
transforms into something sour and poisonous. His obsession smells like a combination of the boy's cologne, shampoo,
clothes detergent, and breath freshener.

merous ways. The girl's life transforms
due to the obsessed pursuer. Scared of
her surroundings, the young lady loses
trust for acquaintances and friends. Her
former friendliness and openness decreases because she is less spontaneous
and has become weary of everybody. She
immerses herself in protecting herself
and finding refuge. For the pursued, solitude is the key to safety and peace of
mind.
Sadly, she no longer controls herself;
rather, her fear does. She fears shadows
and the persons that lurk and hide in
them. Permanently, the girl is scarred by
an irrational person who tried controlling her and her life.
Mistaken as infatuation, obsession can
become more dangerous and frightening
than it already is. As a long-lived irrational romantic attachment, obsession
can cause much harm. Frightening tis
victims, it destroys their lives. At first it
might have been welcomed, but as time
flies by, obsession loses its luster. For
those affected, obsession is like as nightmare; it frightens them every night before bedtime and constantly lurks in the
corner of their minds.
Although new movies such as Fear
have addressed the issue of obsession, it
is more than just the topic for a flashy
modern romance gone awry and become
a freaky thriller starring Marky Mark

For numerous dateless persons, infatuation substitutes
as a frivilous attachment for the infatuated and very
fickle person.Mnfortunately, the interest of an obsessed
person is constantly harassed and suffocated by the
pursuer.
Hovering over her, he watches every
move, every action, every expression she

Wahlberg. Obsessions have killed and
Yiarmed many people and trie victims are

In her mind, it feels JjJcenis roytgh
hands caressing her face, strangling her
throat, and grasping her own hands
while she, unsuccessfully, attempts to
break free. The ringing of her phone and
hisbeckoning yell in the hallway remind
her of his obsession. Obsession is like a
room with no doors and no windows; it
is extremely hard to find a means of escape when one is blocked on all sides.
Obsession in a relationship injures the
victim, or the "flawless interest," in nu-

tal Attraction was released..
In real life, however, tales of obsession
often lead to both verbal and physical
abuse and very serious and long lasting
emotional consequenses. Although the
scenario may sound hopelessly romantic in the very beginning, the consequences are far from it. Not being able to
sleep at night from fear of another
person's existence is not romantic, but
sad.

Yale School of

Medicine

JOIN THE BEST
MINDS IN MEDICINE,
Employment opportunities at Yale University, a leader
in biomedical and other scientific research, offer a wide range
of laboratory research opportunities. Here, recent graduates
can increase their knowledge, develop their talents, and
enrich thar experience in a stimulating, state-of-the-art
research environment. We have immediate openings for:

Research Assistants
Research Associates
A bachelor's in biology or physical science
is required; laboratory experience is a plus.
In addition to many on-campus cultural
and athletic facilities such as our fully equipped
gym, 31 tennis courts and a regulation golf course,
Yale University provides competitive salaries
and outstanding benefits, including:
22 vacation days, 4 personal days, 13 holiday/
recess days, and 12 sick days, all paid. Tuition
reimbursement at graduate programs in the area
and audit opportunities at Yale also exist.
For immediate consideration,
send your resume in confidence to:
C. Mason, Dept. of Human Resources,
Yale School of Medicine,
P.O. Box 9168MP, New Haven, CT
06532-0168; Fax (203) 785-3165.
Employment office located at
153 College Street in New Haven.

Yale University
Yale University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.

I
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Why Should We Save The Hartford Whalers?
fan favorites. For many fans, the
Whalers died years ago when
Sports Consultant
they disposed of Ron Francis
and Ulf Samuelsson.
Everyone in Hartford is jumpMost recently, they gave a gift
ing on the "Save the Whale" to the Rangers in the form of Pat
bandwagon. But, we seem to Verbeek. What a nice bunch of
have lost our senses amidst the guys.Sure, they have also picked
panic-stricken newscasts and up a few good players, such as
promise-laden rallies.
Brendan Shanahan and Nelson
A picture from The Hartford Emerson, but this frequent
Caurant said it all: some idiot player turnover only weakens
spray-painted a whale on the interest in a team which still
side of his car, as if defacing a can not break .500. For years,
1974 Plymouth would help. But Hartford fans have been exare the Whalers even worth sav- pected to shell out forty bucks
ing? What exactly have they a pop to see this team lose.
done for Hartford fans lately?
The Whalers' cavalier attiThe club has annually raised tude about losing explains why
ticket prices so that the faithful they have always been the butt
can see a mediocre team while, of Hartford's resentment and
at the same time, trading away apathy. No wonder they're movB Y MIKE BRIOTTA

ing to Nashville—a town about
as close to hockey as the Whalers are to the Stanley Cup—as
long as they come up with a
new logo and some flashy uniforms, all will be well in
Opryland, at least for the first
couple of years.
But the Whalers continue to
tell us they want to stay in Hartford. That is, if eleven thousand
season tickets can be sold before

May first.
They say they haven't been
looking to move, while at the
same time the players are selling
their homes. And, as if the ransom of eleven thousand season
tickets to be sold in a few weeks
isn't enough, they have again
raised ticket prices by about ten
bucks each.
Does this really sound like a
team that wants to stay in Hartford? Do we really want them
to stay? Of course not, which is
why the whole "Save the
Whale" campaign is nothing
but a sham, a diversion from the
basic truththat the Whalers are
moving no matter what.
And usually Hartford could
care less about them—how
ironic that it takes the threat of

their departure to drum up any
interest in the Whalers.
The bottom line is that the
Whalers are nice to have
around, but we should not forget how greedy and pathetic
they really are.
If they stay in Hartford, we get
to keep our overpriced, losing
team, and if they leave we get
blamed for not reaching an impossible level of season ticket
sales. Either way, we get
screwed.
So please, spare me the chants
of "Save the Whale". Hartford
may as well simply bid this losing team goodbye, as the Whalers themselves change their
game to southern-fried hockey.
Hats off to the Nashville HeeHaws!

Men's Rugby Crushes UConn Bants Rout Competition
In Trinity Invitational

BY MATTHEW HENRY

Senior Editor

The Trinity Men's Rugby
team played the UConn B-side
this Saturday in a blowout
match. The Division I team
came out flat and unresponsive
to the strong drives of the Trinity first side. Coming off of a
tough loss in the John Donovan
tourney in Williamstown the
previous weekend, the Bantams
were ready for an explosive
match. The sultry weather
made for a long day, especially
for the Huskies.
Brett Willis '96 opened up the
MORGAN RISSEL
Thacker '96 tackles a UConn player in
scoring with the first of his two Mark
Saturday's 48-7 victory while Mark
tries on the day in a breakaway Stuckenbruck '98 follows.
early in the half. Scott Rousseau
the scoring with a beautiful run
'99 began his spree of success- broughtthescore to 29-7.
ful conversions with a perfect
The Trinity squad vowed not to make the tally 48-7. Exkick through the uprights. The to be scored upon again, chalk- change student and pack leader
scoring continued with a Bill ing the lost shutout to a mo- Paul Anderton had an outPadula '96 try, who is the team's mentary lapse in concentration. standing performance at seclead scorer. The scoring ceased The word of the day for the Trin- ond row, aided by Jay Leonovich
'96. Hooker Mike Ingrassia
until later in the half, when ity ruggers was defense.
Willis unloaded another imThe team has continued to didn't lose a Trinity put-in in
pressive tackle-breaking try to prove difficult to score upon, the scrum, while Danny Kerr
end the half.
with a total scoring perfor- '98 and Terry James'98 firmed
up the dominant Trinity pack.
Corey Rishworth '97 contin"When we're playing well, nobody can
ued his solid performance as a
beat us. We can play goal-line defense
rookie at the wing position.
all day long"
-Mark Phillips
Chris Sanborn '99 remains at
the fly-half position with the
The second half offered little mance of 78 points for.and 13 loss of vice-captain Matt Ryan
respite for the UConn side, as points against in tournament '97 for the season, and has perTrinity unloaded another and match play. "I like the idea formed admirably.
breach of the try zone in the that we can't be scored upon,"
The B-side squad won their
first two minutes of play. A pen- said captainBillPadula. "When first match since the first time
alty kick, followed by a success- we're playing well, nobody can this writer can recall on Saturful Trinity lineout allowed beat us. We can play goal-line day. The victory was not withPadula to follow Matt Henry '96 defense all day long," said Mark out casualties, however, as three
in support for another try. Mark Phillips'96.
players sustained serious injuThacker '96 added to the talley
Pat McGrann '98 scored the ries in the match. Scott Murray
playing at the wing, beating the first try of his rugby career with '98 broke a finger in the match,
last defender for a clean run to a head's up play off of a blocked while T.K. McKay '99 and Skip
the try zone.
kick to touch. The sophomore Parish '99 both received more
UConn was able to take ad- was not satisfied with one, as he serious injuries. McKay susvantage of a penalty and diffi- punched in another with a push tained a serious break of the
wrist with a hard tackle, while
cult bounce to secure a try from co-flanker Henry.
Outside
center
Mark Parish left the match with a
about ten minutes into the half.
A successful conversion Stuckenbruck '98 capped off broken face.

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Mow you can have two of (he inovi recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world...Visa1* and MasterCard®
credit cards..."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU AJIE NEW IN
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VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID-BOOKS-DEIWHTMENT
STORES-IUITIQN-ENTEKTAJNMENTEMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAUKANTS—
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REPAIRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI
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No turn downs!
Ho credit checks!
Ho security deposit!
SEND HIE COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

Freshman Alyssa Stewart won second •
place in the long jump and the triple jump,

Men's Results:
Trinity College 127 1st place
Worcester State 44 2nd place
MedgarEvers 35 3rd place
Vassar College 16 4th place
Nichols 15 •
5th place

Trinity Indiviual Results:
8Q0mShanori'96 1st
McShane^ 2nd
1500m Appleyard'98 1st
lOQmHIghHurdles
Davis'991st
400m Int Hurdles
Davis'99 1st
3000m Steeplechase
• Baker (97 1st
Johnson '97 2nd
4X100ro Relay -Trinity 1st
4X4Q0m Relay- Trinity 2nd
High Jump Taylor '97 1st
Fernandez'99 2nd
Long Jump Taylor'97 1st
Javelin Tirrell'99 1st

LAURA W.ACKWEU.

Women's Results
Trinity College 109 1st place
Worcester College 46 2nd
Nichols 26
3rd
MedgarEvers 20 4th
Vassar College 7 5th
Trinity Individual Results:
100m Miller**'97 1st
200m Mi'ller**'97 1st
800m Phelan'96 1st
Flamino'99 2nd
1500m Flamino'99 1st
Minerd '96 2nd
Mendall'99 3rd
Romano'97 4th
3000m L.Worthy'98 1st
5000m SWortJiy '98 1st
Bisbee'98 2nd
400mInt Hurdles Guild'991st
4X100m Relay- Trinity 1st
4X400m Relay- Trinity 2nd
Javelin Lozier'991st
**school record

VMC1861 N- FEDERAL HWY.
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
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1 want VISA»/MASTERCARD« Credit
Cardaapproved Immediately.
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Disappointing Week Jeopardizes Playoff Hopes
the third we had been able to come back,
score, and win. We just couldn't get it
Sports Writer
done in the fourth," said Siegert.
Tri-captain Luke Tansill '96 echoed
The men's lacrosse team knew they these opinions in stating, "One of our
had a tough week ahead pf them with worst games was against Amherst. We
NESCAC rivals Amherst and Williams were just out hustled, they won the game'
on the road this past week. The Lord Jeffs in transition."
had lost one game in NESCAC competiBantam goals were scored by Gregg
tion when the two teams met on Franco '96 with two, Greg Cartin '96, and
Wednesday. Similarly, on Saturday, Trin- Siegert with one apiece. Assists were
ity traveled to Williams to face the elev- given out by Franco and Tansill. Senior
enth ranked Ephs in a tough divisional goalie Ed Ronan continued to add to his
battle.
record producing save total with seven
Going in to the week, the Bantams had saves on the day.
high expectations after winning their
The Bantams looked to change their
previous game against Colby and having fate against a highly ranked Williams
won four of their last five. However, team. In this game, the Bantams fell
Trinity's impressive early season start did down early and could never quite renothing to deter either Williams or cover, losing 12-5. "They were clearly betAmherst from giving the Bantams some ter today, they had more depth and just a
tough competition.
little better athletes. We were never reOn Wednesday, the Bantams ran into ally in it. Williams ran a really complia tough Amherst squad. This game was cated offense and it was tough for the
seen by tri-captain Clay Siegert '96 as "a defense to keep up with them," said
BY MIKE WEINER

"In past games this season, when we were down at
the half or after the third we had been able to come
back, score, and win. We just couldn't get it done in
the fourth"
-Clay Siegert '96
huge disappointment, this was a game
we had to win; it was a game we should
have won."
The first three quarters were a back
and forth battle which saw Amherst up
by one goal at half time and only two after the third period. It was a close one
point game until late in the fourth when
the Lord Jeff s exploded for three goals in
a matter of minutes to put the game
away with a final score of 8-4.
"We were down 5-4 and they scored
three quick ones at the end. It was deflating,forthis team when they scored
those goals. In past games this season,
when we were down at the half, or after

Siegert.
Tansill agreed with Siegert noting,
"They were deeper than us and had really good athletes. Their offense was
well organized. It was a frustrating game .
and a disappointing week."
Goals were scored by Dan Strening '97,
Andy Hayes '99, Cartin, and Tansill with
two. With the losses this past week the
Bantams dropped to a 5-5 overall record
and 4-2 in their division. For the upcoming week the Bantams will host
Wesleyan on Wednesday and then travel
f d
"We are in jeopardy of not making the
playoffs. I hope we can put it together.

GUS ELLISON
Junior Julian Song drives towards the goal at home two weeks
ago against Tufts.
ECAC tournament. We can definitely

The games coming up will be tough. The win, if we come to play," was Siegert's
past couple of games have been frustrat- outlook on the Bantams current situaing, but I'm optimistic. Unfortunately, tion.
the entire team is not playing with that
So while the Bantams look to. pyta
much at the moment, but we can still woeful week behind them they can loo)
turn it around," said Tansill in looking at forward to getting some wins in what
this weeks upcoming games.
surely will be tough week of competi_ _ . ,
„,
... ..
_
still
must win. We probably have to win at clinging to hopes of a tournament birth
least two of our final three to get into the in the near future.

Bantams' Improvements Show In Wesleyan Win
continued from page 24
over Wesleyan showed that the Trinity
tennis program has made several strides
towards improyernent this year.
"I'm really happy with where this program- is going," commented Assaiante.
"The players are showing a lot of self confidence and are conducting themselves
in a professional manner."
Eddy gives credit to his coach for the
improvements of the tennis team. "This
program is moving because of Assaiante;
He has done so much so we could go on
the spring break trips,- He has also done
a lot of recruiting. The practices are
much more productive and he stresses
conditioning."
While things seemed to be on the upswing for the Bantams, a strong Tufts

Wisdom

University tennis team seeked to end
Trinity's win streak on Monday. Things
started on a sour note for-the Bantams
when all three doubles teams lost,.
Things did not improve much as five out
; of the six singles matches ended in Bantam defeat.
The lone victory for Trinity came at
second singles where sophomore Tim
Stringer defeated his opponent in three
sets.'
While the final score of the match was
6-1 in favor of Tufts, the score was not
indicative of the quality of the Bantams
play as they lost four tiebrakers.
"1 thought everyone played really
well," said Eddy. "They were just stronger than us today." .
Trinity does not have much time to

prepare for fifth ranked Connecticut
College on Tuesday. Much anticipation
surrounds this match because the teams
are ranked just one point apart.
A Trinity win would yield their first
winning record in years. The NESCAC
Tournament is this weekend at Will-

iams.
While Assaiante could not assure
Trihity success, he enters the tournament with a positive attitude. "We're
looking forward
to it [the
NESCAC Tournament]. We'll go out
there, play, and see what happens."
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Junior Jon Beach won two of his four matches this past week.

MORGAN RISSE
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Chute Strikes Out 13; Baseball Wins Three Of Four

LAURA BLACKWEU

Baseball celebrates a victory against Springfield.

Sorio 3-for-4 with two doubles and 4 RBI,
and co-captain Mike Ranieri '96 3-for-6
with three runs scored and 2 RBI.
Mike Chute "98 became the first Bantams pitcher in over three years to pitch
nine innings in a game when he went the
distance April 15 in Trinity's 4-2 victory
over Albertus Magnus College at West
Haven's Quigley Stadium. Chute struck
out 13 Albertus hitters and yielded only
five hits, all in the first four innings. The
sophomore right-hander struck out nine
of the last twelve batters he faced. Lynch
broke a 2-2 deadlock with an RBI single
in the sixth.
"[Sorio] called a really good game,"
Chute said. "Mid-game, I felt like I was
getting tired, but somehow, I got stron-

ger after that."
While the Bantam offense has remained potent, hitting .334 for the season and scoring eight runs per game, the
improvement of the pitching staff keyed
the six-game streak. In the last two
weeks, the team's earned run average has
dropped from 7.22 to 5.90, and the staring pitchers have given Decker more
quality innings.
The pitching, hitting and defense
must all come together in the upcoming
week. Trinity faces nationally-ranked
Eastern Connecticut State Wednesday in
Hartford, travels to Western Connecticut
State on Thursday to make up an April
10 snow-out, and returns home for a
Spring Weekend doubleheader with
Williams, owners of the second-best
record in the NESCAC, on Saturday.

BASEBALL NOTEBOOK
• It was a long time between home
runs for sophomore shortstop Kyle
Armstrong. Armstrong, who has the
distinction of hitting a home run in his
first collegiate plate appearance last year
at Haverford, didn't hit another longball
until Saturday at Tufts, 47 games and 140
at-bats later.
• Sophomore pitcher Mike Chute induced a check of the record books with
his 9-inning, 13 strikeout at Albertus
Magnus on April 15. It has been three
years since a Bantams hurler pitched
nine innings in a game. Ryan O'Connell
'95 pitched a 9-inning complete game on
April 8,1993 at home against Clark, giving up just two hits and no earned runs
in a 5-1 victory.

i -

Chute did Monday night. Jim
Thomforde '93 struck out 15 Nichols
College batters in his seven-inning nohitter on April 4,1992.
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• It was a big week for sophomores,
as Brendan Falvey was the second Trinity player this season to be named New
England Small College Athletic Conference baseball player of the week. Falvey
was honored for his performance the
week of April 8-14, when he had two goahead hits, a 2-run double against WPI
and a 2-run homer at Wesleyan, and also
struck out five batters in three innings
as a pitcher for the save in the WPI game.
Co-captain Mike Ranieri earned the
player of the week award two weeks earlier.
• The Of-Course-He's-A-Freshman
Award goes to reserve infielder Gregg
Smith '99. Smith, who was the only
Bantam to take pre-game infield in short
sleeves in the sub-freezing conditions at
Albertus, was dared by a teammate to
sit through the entire nine-inning affair
without putting his jacket on. Nearly
three hours later, Smith, who did not
play in the game, had accomplished the
feat. Apparently inspired, junior pitcher
Adrian Softie ate a worm at practice two
days later.

Know the Code. I 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice*
• Ranieri is nearing yet another College record, and of the 15 he already
owns, this will probably be the oldest one
broken. With three more runs scored,
Ranieri would have 36 in 1996, surpassing the total of Arthur Brockelsby 127
years ago. Brockelsby scored 35 runs in
1869.

AT&T
Your True Choice

• A busted hit-and-run play at
Wesleyan two weekends ago cost Rob
Kane '97 his consecutive stolen base
streak, which was stopped at eighteen
straight. Kane was a perfect 8-of-8 in
theft attempts last year, and is 24-of-27
for his career.
.
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Tough Loss Vs. Williams After Dropping Three,
Softball Beats Albertus

The top scorers for this close game
con tin ued from page 24
Having come off an impressive win were Berkman and defensive third man
with home field advantage, the Ban- Tucker (1 assist) with two goals each.
tams traveled to Williamstown to play Berkman had another strong game;
the No. 2 ranked, and undefeated Purple Tucker, who normally plays low deCows this past Saturday. Trinity played fense around the crease, was moved up
their best game to date. The outcome, into the midfield and scored the first
however, showed a tough loss, but the two goals of her college career Ryczek,
Waldman (1 assist), Martinelli,
women fought for it the whole way.
Thegamestarted on shaky ground as Knowiesjohnston and Cavanaugh all
Williams took a 5-1 lead. By the end of had one goal each. The women played
the first half, the Bantams were only extremely well together in this game.
Defense also had a solid performance.
trailing by one, 6-5. The officials did not
make the game any easier for Trinty Olmstead did another great job in the
making several controversial calls cage with U saves against Williams.
throughout the contest. At one point The Bantams were able to force a lot of
during the second half, the game was turnovers in the midfield.
tied at nine.
So while Trinity has taken three
Williams regained the lead though tough losses from the No. 2, No. 3, and
with two quick goals. Trinity hung on No. 4 ranked teams, they have started
and Ryczek scored, making the differ- playing to their full ability. As for this
ence just one goal. As time ticked away, week, they must take their strong stick
Trinity wanted to force a tie. Amanda skills and speed to the field as they play
Tucker '98 commented, "If there had Smith and Sacred Heart at home. This
been two more minutes in the game, the weekend they will be off-campus taking on Amherst,
outcome could have been different."

..-* -. ««*><••
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rew Rolls On In Boston
BY JAMES F. HENEGHAN

Sports Writer

The Trinity College Crew raced this
past weekend in its third race of the
spring season on the Charles River in
Boston, Massachusetts. In summary, the
men's varsity teams faced two hard
losses to crews from Boston College and
to the University of New Hampshire.
The novice lightweight men, however,
were able to manage an impressive victory over BC and Bates College.
As for the women, their weekend was
also tough. The varsity women's.B and

novice women's A boats lost against stiff
competition from teams from BC and
Simmons. The varsity women's A were
promptly stopped in the middle of their
race due to equipment failure and were
subsequently written off from any
chance of winning. In light of this, the
women's A is equipping their boats this
week with more solid and durable
riggors which will be able to endure their
goddess-like ferocity.
One high-note for the women's team
was a solid win for the women's novice B
boat this weekend. Backed by Karyn
Meyer '99 and Flo Gueria '99, the novice
B came up with their first win in Boston.

Package Store
Beer Case ***
1

Olympia, Golden Anniversary, Meister Brau
Natural Light, Natural Ice
usch, Busch Light
Genni Ice,Cream Ale & Genni Red - 30 Packs
Phis Tax and Deposit
*** 1/a

*8.99*
*t0.49*
*1t.99*

H\AT

Gallons ***

D«bra r*9.99, Rikaloff - W . 9 9 , Popov -"M1.99
Gordons - * R 9 9 , Smirnoff -MSJ9% Finlandia - *2t99
Senators - Ht.99, Rikaloff- H 1 9 9 , Gordons - ^16 99
Seagrams - M6.99
Boutboti
Bourbon DLx - *14,99, Old Crow - *14.99,Jiw Bean •-

Trinity catcher Laurie Small '96 tags out a Tufts runner on

MORGAN RISSEL

Saturday.

The frustration continues. That is the
only way to describe how the women's
softball team has fared this season.
The week started.out on a good note
for the Bantams, as they defeated
archrival Wesleyan in the first game of
a Thursday afternoon doubleheader in
Middletown. But, the wheels once again
came off the Bantam wagon, as they proceeded to drop the second game of
Thursday's twinbill and follow that up
with consecutive home losses to Tufts in

Something that could have helped us
was clearing the bases and not leaving
as many runners on base."
While the outcome of the second
game proved to be the same, the Trinity's
performance was woeful, as the Bantams
surrendered seven runs in the third inning alone and went on to drop the contests by a 13-0 score. Junior third
basemanjQhurch and freshman outfielder Emily "Glarkeslia^ the lone hits for
the Bantams, both sirigt?8*i«rtlie loss.
"We really struggled in the :
sophomore shortstop Anna Norland, "It's
very frustrating because we made a lot
of mental mistakes. . The.thlnj

day afternoon. But, the Bantams were
finally able to stop the bleeding with a
big win at Albertus Magnus yesterday
afternoon, bringing the team's season
mark to 4-6.
After splitting with Weslyan on
Thursday, the Bantams knew that they
had to come up with a big day against
Tufts on Saturday. From the outset,
things looked good for the home team,
as they jumped out to an early 6-0 lead
on the visiting Jumbos.
But, not to be outdone, the visitors rallied to tie the score the score in the
middle innings and overtook the Bantams with a single run in the eighth to
take the first game by a 7-6 count.
Sophomore first baseman Tina Rideout
and senior co-captain Laurie Small led
the way for the home team, registering a
pair of hits apiece.
Said co-captain Sue Church of the disappointing loss, "We got on base a lot.

over to the game. Hopefully, the errors
will help us as a team to see what we
need to improve on. For now, there is
nowhere to go but up."
As if the team were^laylng off
Norland's words the following afternoon,
theylif tec! their spirits, and maybe saved
their season, with a huge 5-1 win at
Albertus Magnus yesterday. This was
the first game in quite some time that the
whole team came together. The Bantams
committed just one error in the field and
coupled that with some timely hitting to
key the victory. Individual standouts for
the Bantams included right fielder
Christina Tsoules, who played splendid
defensively, and first baseman Rideout,
who collected three hits in four trips to
the plate. Team members hope the win
will serve as inspiration for future victories. They will have many chances this
week, with six games to play over the
next nine days.

BY JOSH GOLDFINE

Sports Writer
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THIS WEEK
IN BANTAM
Tuesday, April 23rd
Softball @ Mt. Holyoke 4:00
I MEN'S GOLF V. WESLEYAN &
QUINNIPIAC 1:00
| WOMEN'S LACROSSE V. SMITH
4:00
I MEN'S TENNIS V. CONN
COLLEGE 3:00 I Wednesday, April 24th
I BASEBALL V. EASTERN CONN
3:30
I MEN'S LACROSSE V. WESLEYAN
3:30
| Men's Tennis @ Albertus Magnus
3:00
I Thursday, April 25th
SOFTBALL V. TEIKYO-POST 3:30
I WOMEN'S LACROSSE V. SACRED
HEART 4:00
Friday, April 26th
MEN'S GOLF V. TUFTS 1:00
Saturday April 27th
Softball® Williams (DH) 1:00
[BASEBALL V. WILLIAMS (DH)
1:00
I Men's Lacrosse @ Union 1:00
Women's Lacrosse @ Amherst 2:00
Crew vs. Conn College & Wesleyan
Weekend Tournaments
Track NESCAC @ Amherst
Men's Tennis @ Amherst

More UJIriter Honors and Riuards:
Sarah Martin '98 was named by Columbus Media an Honorable
Mention HII-Northeast Selection. Martin paced Trinity this year
with 11.5 points per game as she led the 16-7 Bantams to the
semifinals in the ECflC's.
Serena Carbonell '98 and Carolyn Voung '96 mere both named
U.S.UJ.I.R.R. second team H!l-flmericans for the second year in a
row. Teammate Megan 0'Malley was named scholar-athlete by the
same association. The three indiuiduals led the Trinity women's
squash team to a 9-6 record.

Baseball Player Statistics (11-12)
Player
Serton
Burchfield
Ranieri
Lembo
Sorio
Shattuck
Chisholm
Ayer
Smith
Lynch
Gillespie
Slawsky
Armstrong
Sheehan
Kane
Falvey
King
Trinity
Opponents

G
2
14
23
23
17
22
15
9
9
16
16
8
19
20
21
21
6

AB
1
28
90
78
48
69
33
15
12
37
40
10
58
55
56
67
7

R
0
6
33
27
17
11
11
3
2
10
8
3
12
14
20
9
1

H
1
14
41
33
18
24
11

23
23

704
718

185
169

235
223

5
4
12
12
3
17
15
13
14
1

HR
0
0
3

5
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
15
14

RBI
1
12
15
29
18
18
10
3
1
11
5
3
7
12
5
16

n166
144

AVG
1.000
.500
.456
.423
.375
.348
.333
.333
.333
.324
.300
.300
.293
.273
.232
.209
.143
.334
.311

SLG
2.000
.607
.689
.795
.542
.362
.636
.333
.333
.351
.350
.300
.397
.509
.339
.299
.143
.486
.433

OBP
1000
.600
.547
.495
.571
.451
.563
.375
.500
.480
.365
.500
.423
.373
.447
.338
.400
.461
.432

SB
0
0
18
6
3
1
0
0
0
1

1
0

0
1
8
3

o
42
47

Rules: The first person to anwer all five trivia questions correctly and leave a voice
mail message at the Tripod X2589 wins a pitcher of Icehouse from the View.
1) Who was AFC defensive Rookie of the Year last year?
2) Who was the victim of Hakeem Olajuwon's record breaking blocked shot?
3) Whose record did Olajuwon overtake with that blocked shot?
4) Who was last year's first pick overall in the NFL draft?
5) Name the two ex-University of Tennessee players that won AFC offensive and
defensive Rookie of the Year in the same year.
Answers to last week's trivia: 1)1908 2)Mo Vaugn 3) Wayne Gretzky
4) Moe Drabowski '56 5)University of Michigan
**Congratulations to last week's winner Cam Stewart.

CONTEST!
Submit your suggestion for the banner to fly over graduation
Winner receives a free case of beer
1
j \
Submissions due on Monday, May 13th

ATTENTION SENIORS!
Bring your family and friends to The View for the three hours between the
Baccalaureate and Commencement...
• A special graduation menu
• Relaxed atmosphere
• Watch the game
'
• Valuable coupons and great savings
• Full liquor menu
• Live music and lite jazz

SAVE $6.50
AT THE VIEW s
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 targe Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse
GOOD NOON UNTIL 8 P M ,
EXPIRES WHEN YOU GRADUATE

BLOODY MARY!
on May 19th
between 10:00 and 2:00

* one coupon per customer
Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*

*-Mil's Best

Michelle Miller'97
Michelle Miller ran in a
Division I meet at Holy Cross
on Saturday and
automatically qualified for
the NCAA Division HI meet in
the HOm High Hurdles. On
Sunday, at the Trinity
Invitational, she broke school
records in the 100m and 200m
with respective times of 12.76
seconds and 26.14 seconds.
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Seventh-Inning Heartbreaker Ends Six-Game Streak
BY MARK MENTONE

Senior Editor

It was going to happen.
The baseball team was going
to complete an improbable lastinning comeback. The Bantams
were going to win their seventh
straight game. They were going
to give themselves a winning
record for the first time all season, and gain much-needed
momentum for the rough week
ahead. It was going to happen.
All of it.
Then, suddenly, just when it
was going to happen, it didn't.
Tufts University catcher
Jamie Wing singled home
teammate Steve Lee with the
winning run off Bantam reliever David Henry '96 with two
outs in the bottom of the seventh inning Saturday in
Medford, giving the Jumbos a 65 wiin and a split of a doubleheader with the Bantams.
Trinity had won the opener for
its sixth consecutive victory, including wins over Albertus
Magnus College and Springfield
College earlier in the week.
"That was a tough one, probably one of the toughest losses
we've had since I've been here,"
said sixth-year coach Bill
Bfecker, To" come back like we
did, then to get two outs, that
one hurt us a lot."
Trinity's chances in the nightcap looked bleak when, down 41 in the top of the seventh and
final inning, Brendan Falvey '98
led off by fouling out to first. But

the Bantams loaded the bases
with three straight hits, bringing the go-ahead run to the
plate.
Kirk Chisholm '99 pinch-hit
for ninth hitter Kyle Armstrong
'98 and walked to force in a run.
With the tying run on second,
Decker
sent
Christian
Burchfield '98 to bat for secondbaseman Rob Kane '97.
Burchfield had gotten a 2-run
single in a similar situation the
previous weekend at Wesleyan.
After falling behind l-and-2 in
the count, the reserve catcher
came through once again, lining a Matt Marengi offering off
the left field wall. Burchfield
missed a grand-slam by inches,
but his 2-run double had tied
the score. Co-captain Chris
Lembo '96 followed with a long
fly ball out which scored pinchrunner Bob Ayer '97 with the goahead run.
Henry, who had saved the
first game and already pitched
the sixth inning of the nightcap,
stood to be the winning pitcher.
"1 felt good," Henry said. "The
second game went quick, so I
didn't cool down that much after [throwing two innings in] the
first one. The only difference
was that 1 wasn't as sharp with
my curve, but 1 still had good
control o£ ttvy iasttb»ll,'v, -«-' **
Throwing mostly heaters,
Henry surrendered a leadoff
single to Jumbo Matt Lyman,
but got two outs on a a pop-up
and a groundout, with Lyman
advancing to second on the latter. The lefty-hitting Lee then

took a Henry fastball between
Sheehan and Lembo into left
field.
"Lynch came out and told me
that [Lee] is a slap hitter away, so
we decided to work him inside,"
Henry said. "But [pitching
coach Keith] Wiley wanted us to
work in and out, and we kind of
second-guessed ourselves. Sure
enough, he slapped a fastball
through the hole."
Falvey, the left fielder, threw
home in an attempt to cut down
Lyman. But his throw sailed
over the had of Lynch and left
the playing field, allowing Lee,
by rule, to proceed all the way
to third base.
Wing wasted no time, taking
Henry's first pitch once again
between Sheehan and Lembo.
The inside fastball appeared to
jam Wing, but he got just
enough of the pitch to get it
through the hole and send the
Bantams home dejected.
"You have to put a game like
that behind you," Decker said.
"On the positive side, we did the
things we had to do to take the
lead. The kid hit a decent pitch."
Armstrong's sacrifice fly
scored Paolo Sorio in the fifth
inning of the opener to break a
5-5 tie. Starter Adrian Softie '97
had give back the first three

was 2-for-3 with 2 RBI, and
Armstrong had his first home
run of the year, a solo shot leading off the fourth.
Thursday in Hartford, the
Bantams spotted Springfield a
5-0 lead in the top of the first,
committing four errors after

game open with five runs in the
fourth inning and two more in
the fifth for an 11-5 lead.
"I'm sufe'"iri"the4irst inning,
there was a sense ofTferesswagj?
again,'" Decker said. "But we"""****^.
hung tough. That was a good
^""N »
win for us. Our defense almost

to, but stranded a J u m b o
baserunner at third in the bottom of the inning and gave way
to Henry, who held Tufts at bay
the final
two
innings.
Burchfield, who started the
game as the designated hitter,

back to win, 12-8.
The home team scored three
times in the bottom of the first,
capped by Sorio's two-run
double, and once more in the
second on an RBI double by
Kane. Trinity then broke the.

well."
Mike Irving '98 picked up his
/second win in the game, giving
^tuf****^
up just two earned runs an^fjp««*******^
hits in 6 2/3 innir^gg«*Sffifttuck
was 4-for,-4' w i t h three RBI,
' see CHUTE page 21

Ryan Shattuck '97 beats out a bunt for a base
hit against Springfield.

LAURA BLACKWELL

4-3 Bantams Split Week Tennis Hits Stride
BY KATIE KURZ

With Three Wins

SportsWriter

Due to the rainy start at the
beginning of last week, the Bantams' game against Wesleyan
was postponed until this past
Thursday, It was a perfect day
to play a good game of lacrosse
and the women did just that.
They had a successful 18-7 victory over Wesleyan, improving
their record to 4-2.
This team has been working
extremely hard to come together and play to their full potential. Trinity was playing
patiently and trying new things
on the field such as trapping in
the midfield. For the first time
this season, the Bantams were in
control of the ground balls.
Trinity made the transitions
from defense to offense look
very simple and impressive as
the ball was carried the full
length of the field.
Offensively, two freshmen
were the top scorers, Whitney
Scarlett
and
Dorothy
Cavanaugh (1 assist), each with
three goals. One of Cavanaugh's
goals was an incredible behind
the back shot, assisted by Alix
Johnston, that the .Wesleyan
goalie never had a chance to see.
Four other teammates, co-captain.Sarah Berkman '96, Jen
Martinelli '98 (3 assists),

BY LEVI LITMAN

Sports Editor

Dorothy Cavanagh looks to pass against Wesleyan. GUSELLISON

Kearney Harrington '97 (1 assist), and Kara Hood '99 had two
goals a piece, while the other cocaptain Kara Ryczek '96 (3 assists) along with Jory Waldman
'97, Ashley Knowles and Caera
Byrnes '98 had one goal each.
Defensively, freshman goalie
Caroline Olmstead had her sec-

ond win. Throughou t the game,
she had 13 saves. Ryczek had a
very strong game full field, As
well as scoring, she made many
interceptions against Wesleyan.
The defense was able to work
well together, keeping the ball
on the offensive end of the field.
see TOUGH LOSS page 22

The Trinity men's tennis
team entered the 1996 spring
season optimistically. They
had just came off a 5-5 record
in 1995, their first non-losing
season in eleven years. With a
number of returning players,
including senior Tyler Eddy returning from study abroad,
head coach Paul Assaiante
predicted a strong season.
However, with a 3-5 record
to start the season, original expectations were not fulfilled.
Assaiante though, does not attribute the team's inauspicious
start to poor play. While the
team played fairly well early in
the season, they faced a rather
high level of competition. In
the first few games, Trinity
played number one ranked
Williams and a third ranked
Amherst team.
Recently though, the Bantams have won three of their
last four matches and have put
themselves in contention for
their first winning record in
twelve years.
"The team is starting to gain
a bit of momentum," said

Assaiante, coaching in just his
second year at Trinity. "We are
playing real well and getting
good leadership from seniors."
Trinity, ranked sixth, won
the first three matches of the
week in dominating fashion.
On Thursday, the Bantams
traveled north up Interstate 91
to Springfield, Massachusetts.
Trinity did not lose a single set
in sweeping Springfield College 7-0.
The Bantam's success on
Friday proved to be little different as Trinity defeated
"Wheaton College 6-1.
After overpowering two
less talented teams earlier in
the week, Trinity hoped to
avoid a slow start Saturday in
Middletown, Connecticut
against Wesleyan University.
Tyler Eddy, playing first
singles with a personal season
record of 8-4, was a high point
in the contest against
Wesleyan as he beat Cale
Belle, in straight sets 6-3,6-2.
Another impressive set involved sophomore Mathieu
Hebert at sixth singles. In one
of the tightest matches of the
day, Hebert defeated Justin
Oberman 7-5, 6-4, The win
see IMPROVEMENTS page 20

